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ABSTRÂCT

ten subjects were asked to mentally rotate six

sJ-1gþtiy varylng stinuli to fixed positions of orienta-

tlon, Each of these stirnull vfere varled according to
'lçnown features utilized in visual perception' Each of

these variat'ions (outliner solid, form, angled for¡a) were

further presented, i-n an lnconplete (unctosed) format. .4,

response tirae neasure was recorded for subjeets nentally

rotating these stinuli"
a linear response time measure foi' these various

nental roiatlons l'¡ould replicate previous researeh

(Shepard l%L, i,;g73,lg?5; Cooper Lg75). This research

assumed -r,hat mental image encoding and rotation was nquast-

perceptualtt or spatial in its constn:.ct, in that the rota-

tion of an object in real space also reveals a linear tirne

lll€âsllf I ", 

-..^¿-..-^ r Faça* nf +r.a ÃÂ^tfhe actual süructural fornat of the encoded stir¿-

uI1 eoulcl be. infer¡'ed frcm markedly different response

tine sêts for different stimulus presentations.

Previous research results were upheld only ßât-

gfnally, Trro of six stimulus presentatlons revealed lin-

ear response tLue data, Analysis of variance computation

revealed that the síx presentation for¡mts of the six

stimulí were no-v significant ln the determination of dif-

ferent response times for mental rotation. Hence the

structural fornat of a mental irnage fs still unknown.
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CHAPTER Ï

INTRODUCTTON

Background: mental lmagery and learning

Âs ehildren grow, they acqulre knowledge' Just how

ehildren come to obtain, and organize infornation 1s a prob-

Ien rrvhich has puzzled teaehers and psychologists for many

years, Piaget at Geneva (1950), Murray at Harvard (1955),

and Jerome Bruner (1957) at 0xfordr dLd much to relaÈe the

efficacy of teachlng methodology with the theoretical issues

of how children learn"

irleisser ]967 )rhas defined the acquisition of informa-

tion as, those nprocesses by which sensory input is trans-

foiued, reduced, elaborated, stored, recovered, and used.n

For Neisser, al,L contact with the external world is somehow

represenüed internally" This internal representatlon of

our physical environment j.nvolves far more complex processes

than what night be caLled the nstorehousen conceptíon of

mental life.
The mind had been thought of in early psychology, as

a kind of vessel to which such things as facts, ideasr feel-

lngs, sensatíens, and images üIere to be stored and found"

Teachers l¡tere quick to accept thls concept of mind, and

nethodology was concerned wlth filling this vessel with the

approprÍate language and numerical skills. Even today, the
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nclean slaten concept of a chiLdrs mind 1s stlil held by

some teachers.

A_Changed Paradign

More recently, education, as well as experimental psy-

chology, has been undergoÍng a paradigna shlft. the rnlnd ls

no longer thought of as a p1ace, but as an organ (nueh ltke

a lung) nith a spectfic function. The functlon of nind is

the internalization and processing of lnformation.

Seelng the mind as an infornation-processing body,

theoretical positions (models ) have been descrlbed in order

to aecount for the vast array of stages, strategies, activ-

ltles, and transfornations necessary to internallze and

represent mants externaL environment by way of his flve senses

and his menoryo

the nind patterns mants worId, and bis experlence of Ít.

Cognltt-on is an activeo not a passlve process. But what

exactly do we mean by a nental plcture? Further, just how

does the reind derÍve and recaLl these patterns such that

Ean can re-coqnize, adaptr or change his environment? Lastly,

are these patterns nodaJ.iüy specificr or are they related in

say the structure and organization of his J.inguistlc and vis-

ual systens? Nowhere are tbese questlons more closely studied

today than througb the phenomenon known as nental imagery.

The phenonenon of mental inagery ls persistent in all
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mental processes. Ilills (Lg5?r, and Barakat (1951) 
' have

found that an Ínternal spatlal ability is an essentlal qual-

ity for aptitude in rnathenatlcs' Paivlo (L969) 
' has done

voluminous research on the assoeiative power of a mental

f.nage in understanding the ¡neanings of words; Gibson, Osser,

"¡¿ 
tf¿mrnond (1962), bave shown that readlng readiness is as

mucb a mental image (graphene) prope¡ty as 1t 1s a phonenic

one. Lastly, Sternbe€ (1969), haE revealed thaü mental in,agery

i.s utllized in the search for the retrieva] of infornatl0n

from memory. Mental lnagery ls so pervasive and ublqitous

a phenomenon that often it is referred to as ilseeing with the

mlndls eye.n

Tbe Metaphorical TraP 
a

Mental inages are so vlvid, and so much a part of other

nental processes that there has been a tendency for the Iay-

man teacher or psychologist to aecept the netaphorical

descriptlon to see nwith the rnind ts eyen as lf it were

Lndeed real. The exact metaphor utilized by investigators

to desc;ibe thÍs nlnternal seeLngn has varied throughout

history. Thls variatÍon has always depended upon the tech-

nology for recording this most personal yet nost ubiquitous

experience.

Þlental images have been described by Aristotle and

other early Greeks as internal wax tablets. Galton (1880)t

descrlbed the Dotlon of a mental lmage as a kind of inter-

nal photographic plate. Kern (L%2), believed imagery to



be a sort of mental motion picture' Narasimham and Redcy

(196?), put forvrard the proposition that nental lnagery

nlgþt be described as a sori of internal computer graphics"

Most recently, Pribann, Newer, and Baron $974)' described

nental iroagery as akin to an internal mental holography'

The questions still remai,n: what nreallyr are mental

funages? what are their patterns and properties? how are

Ínages represented internally? Perhaps most importantiy,

whaü is the relationship between seeing in the perceptual

sense (wlth thé foveal system) and nseeingrt images in mem-

ory?
- Pereeptual learning is essentially the ¡novement from

sensory input data which is patterned into an internal

representati-on. Thls npatterningtt usually refers to a

configUration consisting of several elements that somehovr

fit together. Patterns consist of elernents called features'

attributes, cues, dimensions, or components' and as such,

thesewordscculdbeusedinterchangeably.
Eleanor Gibson (1969), has made an analysis of the

cognitive processes invoived in perceptual learrring' Gib-

son proposed that the discovery of features precedes the

formatlon of any lnternal representation of onets external

environment. A chlld learns the basic sounds of a language

long before he uses words. Once that child has abstracted

or eoncretized these features, a cornplete lnner representa-

tlon of a part of his world (a sound t èî lmage, etc. ) is
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possible sucb that he can nol{ detect other ¡nental patterns

by comparison to those already internalized'

TbisfeatureldentificationtheoryproposedbyGibson
(1969),hasbeenappliedtoachildtsperceptuallearnlng

of vlsual patterns. Caldwell and Ha1l (1970)' found that

Lines of different orientations, various contours, horlzon-

tal and vertlcal discontinulty, were all exanples of fea-

tures utllized by children in discrl-ninat'lng standards and

transforrnatLons of various letter-like visual stimuli"

Tbere has been diffÍculty, however, in provlding an accept-

able theoretical framework which tuould all0w for the eon-

structlon of new patterns from nolderr internal configura-

tions, especlally when attenpting to account for the rnul-

tltudinous relationships inherent ln the two-or three-

dLmensional internal representatlon of an obJect--which

brlngs us back again to mental imagery amd memory'

Thefundamentalproblenindealingwiththequestlon
of the nature of nental imagery lies 1n its definltion"

fnaging is the nback-endn of a perceptual process' so to

speak. A child can retain the visual memory of an object

longafterithasdlsappearedfromview.Irnageryislike
perceivlng 1n that it utlllzes similar cognltive Processes

Lnvolved in vision, Eovrever, rt need not necessariLy refer

to any introspective reports of picture-like mental contents"

Though mental inagery is often reported as appearlng like

what we see, fn actual fact it may not be so vivid or graphie
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&s rePorted"

tì[eLsser {L969J , has Pointed out:

a subject is lmaging wheneve". þ" employs- some of
the ""*ã-có!nitiie lrocesses t'at he would use
ñ p""äuio:_ãg, but when the srimulus input.that
¡rould ;;;illÏi give rise ro such a perception is
absent (Coenllrqn and ReefÀll' P" Iz9)'

Defined in this wâY, mental imagery refers to all those

quasÍperceptual experiences of v¿hich we are aware (in nemory)

and ¡*hlch exist in some for¡n despite the absence of those

'stimulus condÍtisns whlch produce the genuine sensory or per-

ceptual_ counterpart" Mentalåmagerl-þhen iS defined as anv

conerete (known) reÞresentation of Sensol'r'. perceptuali affec-

tive. and other experiential gtates' In this sense there can

be: after-imagery (visual optical Persístence of retinal

activity), auditory imagery (renembered sounds), eidetie

luagery (rernenbered npicturest ), kinesthetic inagery (remem-

bering or photographic memory movement ), tactlle inagery

(rernembering the touch of things), and visual memory imagery'

visual memory is the commonest and most farailiar form

of irnagery, It is also a most uniquely private event' vis-

ual memory imagery is often described by way of lts vividness

to the world we actually see, as ln the Betts QI{I Vividness

seale¡ oF Ín lts perceptual brightness¡ âs Ín the Gordon Test

of VisuaS. fnagery Control, Introspective measures of visual

Bemory imagery have assumed,, it seems, the reality of the

metaphorical notion of an lmage as an ninternal picture'n
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reaction-time procedures

nental imaginal rotation

More recently, investigators have utilized more obJec-

tlve techniques in order to study this uniquely subjective

phenomenon. These experimental- design procedures have,

over the Last fifteen years, ranged from eye-fixatfon studies

(slnger (1966); Gould (1969) ); to pupil size studies (Paivio

and Simpson (f966)); and even coryelative studies of EEG

readings with subjective reportage of imaging (0swa1d (f96e))"

The rnost encouraging work, however, has been done by

Shepard and h'is associates (Shepard (L9671; Shepard and

Merzl-er (1971 , lT/3); and. Shepard and Feng (Ly72)), utilizing
the rneasurement of subjectrs

given shapes" Shepardts work

has lent support to earlier introspectionist data which

showed that mental inages may be like npictures in the mind.rr

Sheparrl sees nental inagery as a process analogous to those

utilized by the human foveal system in that the same spatial

representational mechanisms operating in visual perception

also operate in visual memorY.

*repard and his associates (Shepard, 196); Shepard

and Cooper, 1975; Shepard & Metzler (1971)), utilized a

reaction-time experimental design, Subjects were

presented (ln a tachistoscope) with varlous two- or

three-diroensional shapes in various fÍxed positions

about thelr axis. Upon the disappearence of that shape,

subjects were asked to imagine in their nmind ls eyen that

in
of

Studies



same shape rotating about lts given axls to a given posi-

tlon, |n a given d,irection' After a predeternined delay,

the subJects were presented with a test shaPe to wbich

they nade a nsamen or ndifferentn deterninatlon of orÍenta-

-tlon to their lnternally oriented, figure. Thls mental

Judgnent, Shepard concluded, was nade by a subJect carrylng

out some sort of lnternal analog of an actualJ-y percelved

external rotation. Support for this Positlon was found in

the results which revealed that reaction time for mental

rotation increased llnearly v¡lth angular differences in

mental orlentatlon, fn other words, Ëhe subject was util-

izlng some sort of lnternal spatlal representaüional sysbem

such that the figure was nseenn to rotate througþ a kind of

internal trajectorY"

In essence, Shepardts work endorsed a nel{ theoreticaL

nodel of the lnternal representation of vlsual menory

inagery. The linearity of these reactlon-time studies nade

hln dtscount a d,lscrete (propositlonal) representational

encoding system. Such a system, Shepard arguedr could not

be the basis of the linear relationship between angular dis-

placenent and response tlme.

!¡Iore than that, shepard t s work easts some doubt on

the accepted ¡rodels of visual pattern recognition. One

theoreticaL nodel poses a ntemplate-matchingn view of visuaL

perceptlon. This model assumes that each new visual inpuü
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(or visual nennory of an lnput) is compared to a standard

representation gained lnltially through direct perceptJ.on"

the other positlon, a nfeature analysisn rnodelr assumes

that only parti.cular or dlstinctive properties are utillzed

in recognltioa. Shepard ts work favours a feature-analysis

view of pattern recognition with the added notlon of a per-

cepüua1 anticipatory mechanism"

For Shepard, mental rotation of an inage requires a

schena that accepts informatlon about the speed and direc-

tlon of any internall-y oriented stinnrlus. The nlmagen coD-

sists of a readiness to pick up certain parts of informatlon

from a given part of a noving stlnulus" Sirnply, subJects

plck up f.nformetion most quickly at the orientatlon they

already have fn nind. a

Cooper (L9?5l., proposed the anticipatory mechanism

thÍs way:

. o . durf.ng a mental rotat'ion fiasy;/ tne internal
process passes through a series of states at each
õne of which the subJect is especially prepared for
the presentation of a particular external o'biect in
a paiticular orientatiòn (Cognition and Realitv, p.
149) "

Nowhere do Èhese investigators however attempt to

specify specifically the actual structural detail of the

represented feature undergoing mental rotation.

Slatement gf the Probleg

This study addresses itself to the question suggested

by Shepardts (1971) study of how the speciflc spatial encod-
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l-ng nechanlsm of mental lmagery works. In order to satlsfy

the ntemplate vs" featurer encoding issue raised by Shepard

and hls collaboratorso a nental rotation experiment was

ehósen. this study is dífferent from previous ones ín thaü

.ln order to test the validlty of the nfeaturesn model, the

Eental rotatlon tasks were deli,neated by stimulus condltions

whtch permitted the anal-ysis of the effects of a nfeaturesn

nodel.

For Shepard, the nlmagen part of rnentaL lmagery was

deflned as a perceptual readiness mechanism in whlch cer-

taln parts of lts spatial scheme were noted in different

orientations, the cond.ltions inposed upon the stj'nulus Ín

Èhe rotatlon task perforned j.n thls study were the lsolation

and highlightlng of three well-known pattern-producing

properttes of vÍsual PercePtion'

A standard random shape was structured such that one

of three perceptual properties of I1ne, soJ-idlty, or angu-

latlon was prorninently displayed. Each of these visually

prgmlnent dlsplays was further reduced to an runclosedn

variatfon" If a parbicr.rlar stimulus presentation narkedly

reduced the reaction time for mental rotationu then it could

be lnferred that thls parti.cular aspect of the stimulus con-

dttton represented or contained the feaËure undergofng

fnternal representation. The stimulus conditions presented

to subJects for mental rotatlon appear in Figure 1 below'
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. Outlfne, solldity, and corners (angUlationi are con-

sldered common perceptual"discrininants of a glven vlsuaL

dlsplayr âs explained ln Chapter II' In order to test if

ühe encod.ed, features were perceptually holistic or fragnen-

tary in nature, each of the three conmon conditions was

fqrther red,uced. to a corresponding unclosed (broken) for¡nat"

A further reduced reaction tLne for a partlcular uncl.osed

(broken) stimulus condltion could be lnterpreted as evidence

that only a snall portlon of a perceptual mechanism is

utlllzed in lmage encoding'
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1" Do mentaL image rotation tasks util-ize spatial

encoding mechanisms, such that ¡oental lmagery processes

are aBalog in nature to the visual percepÈion of objects

rotated erternallY?

2. Can the analog strucÈure of visual memolT roËatlon

tasks be specified as a feature-analytic process whose

feaüures can be known?

If any of three perceptual condltions in either whole

or fragtrentary portions are found to exert naJor effects ln

a mental encoding and rotatlon'task, then the following

nore general questj-ons become readily apparent for fur'ther

study"

1. Is a short-term visual memory rotatlon task typi-

ca1 of other vlsual image processes?

2" Á,re the elenents of inage encoding universalì.y

evident and dlstlnctlve as, sâ¡rr the specification of

phonenic units in manrs llngulstic abiliüy?

3. Are the encodlng mechanisms lnvolved in mental

|nagerT developmental ln characterr âs other cognitive

tasks? Äad lf so, what are the markers of such image abil-

f.ty and develoPnent?

Cl,early, the answers to these and other questions

wj.ll reveal that nan possesses an internal spatial abillty

whlch is vastly different fron other known propositlonal

and lingulstic mechanisr¡s of nind. The acceptance of men-

tal tnagery as a distlnct and rlch quality of nlnd can onJ'y
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alert those interested in the diversity and uniqueness of

aII nental processes utilized in hunan problem-soIving"

fhis enriched und,erstanding of a wÍde1y felt but little

understood mentaL phenonenon can only nake ltse1f fel-t in

f.mproved educational methodology and curLculum design.

Definition of Terms

1. cognition. Cognltion refers to all tbe processes

by which t,he sensory lnput is transformed, reducedr elabor-

. ated, stored, recovered, and used" Cognition is concerned

wlth these processes operating even ln the absense of rele-

vant stinulatlon.
2. concrete image' Reedis Oni) understandÍng of

an internal representation of a pattern that is perceived

rather than created" Once a compleÈe concrete inage is

formed,, subjects should be able to discriminate that pattern

from other patterns.

3. feature extraction. A model of pattern recognition

1n whlch various parts of a paÈtern are identified in order

to üake p}ace. For example, wben a vlsual stimulus 1s

exposed, feature extraction theory assumes that lnfornation

about l1nes, angles, orientations, velocities, colour, and

retinal disparity is obtalned such that a recognitlon pat-

tern is formed.

4,---lËgstaÌt' A school of psychology which is based

upon tbe assumptíon ühat wbat we see is deternined by whole
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flgUres (on overall sËructure) rathen than its deternination

by lndividuaL Parts"

5. information" å,s tieflned. by shannon (1948)r as

essentially cboice, Ïn proeessing ter'ms, Shannon defines

j.nformatlon as the narnowlng of alternatives, such that ¡¡€âll-

lng (pattern) is díscerned"

6" .nemorv traeq. An lnternal represenËatlon of infor-

natl-on that ls capable of being held 1n storage for deter-

mined periods.of time'

7, paråIlel proc.essing. An alternative nodel for

lnformation processing in whích response to a particular

¡lattern fornation is begun before the search for templates

or features j.s finished. In essence, parallel processing

examines the visual input simulËaneously for recognition

detecüors "

8. pattern descrigtio-n, 'The mental process by whlch

nfeaturesn and relatlons are conblned. A pattern descrlp-

tfon corresponds to a concrete image 1f it conpletely

descrlbes the Pattern.
o. per-ceptual learní.ng. TLre 'abillty to learn to lden-

tlfy specific objects and classes of obJects, such that sub-

Jects are able to recognize ne!{ members of the class'

]-o'schgr.natheory.Animportantpartofperceptual
l-earning based upon the subjectrs ability to ge4eJalize.

It ls for¡aulated on the idea that, cognitive structures organ-

lze ínformation into sYsÈems"
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11" selial processing. A process by whlch a subject

lBåkes internal comparisons with external Patterns ín a

sequentialr one after the otherr trulnner'

L2. slze-i4rq-rience.' the ability of a subJect to

dlscrlninate between a pair of shapes even tf the slze of

the shapes is altered. For exanple, a postage-slzed letter
eÁ.n seen at six inches and a typeset letter rAn 1n a page

of Èype such as this are both determined as nÄ'rsnn

13" stimuf-us equivalence. TLre process of pattern

recognition in which a new input is conpared wiÈh a standard

internalized form. This comparison may be ln the form of

Ëtenplate-tnatchingn or through the detection of specific

features

1l+. gtímulus set, {n the context of a stimulus, a

stimulus set is additional information about a stimulus,

such as the specification of a Linlted nr:mber of alternative

regponses.

15.' tempLate-,3atching. A. ¡aodel of pattern recognition

in wbich a new input is identlfied by notlng its conplete

coLncidence, or congruence, with a baSic model. Template-

natchlng stands in contrast to Ëhe nfeature debectlonn

theory of Pattern recognl-tion.

De[mllatlons of the StudY

The followlng d,elinltatlons are placed on thls

study:
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f." the study is confined to the investlgation of the

structural nature of one particular mentaL lnage abillty,

namely a mental rotat,fon task, Given the amo¡,rnt of unknovtns

f.n tbls area, generalizability from this sÈudy to other

qualities of ¡nental inage nanipulation should be done with

extreme caution.

2" The progra.mrned stinulus condi-tions and mechanized

delLvery system (tachistoscope) used in thls study contrast
'widely to the reported ?tfree-rangingn scope of natural lmage

fornation abillty, The benefits of such closed inage-

evoking conditions are readily apparent when one is investi-

gating this phenomenon empirically; yet ít Ís only an

assumption that i-mage encod{ng meehanisms utilíze any per-

ceptual mechanisms used iri vision at all" Iïence, thÍs

presentation format may have little or nothlng to do with

nrealr mental inage generation or transformation tasks.



CHAPTER IT

REVTE!{ OF RELEVANT LTTERATURE

Hlstorlcal and theoretical paradoxes
ln pattern recognitlon

fn chapter oner we saw that visual irnagery was defÍned

aS a mental process ln which something is seen (as in the

foveal sense) without the excítation of the retinal sensory

detectors, Further, mental imagery was seen to be a quasi-

perceptual process in that Ímages made use of the percep-

tual apparatus. The beginnings then to any survey of

literature regardlng visual memory mechanisms must begin

with questions that were posed about visual perceptual

mechanisms.

The questions are: How does one recognize the dif-

ference betweenr Sâ1r. a Square and a circle? and, How is

thls pattern recognition process coded ln nenory? Thís

chapter considers the solutions to these questions fron the

tine of the Gestalt psychologists to the present. This

neeessitates briefly revielding the major theoretical nodels

of visual pattern recognition as well as those models of

vÍsua] memory as described by Shepard (1969) 
' and Cooper

(tg75l ,

The two major theoretieal positions regarding vlsual

pattern recognitlon are ntenplaüe atatchingff and nfeature

analysis.n Tenplate matching holds that a new visual

lnput ls compared to a standard. Feature analysis holds

L7
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that only particular parts or propertles of a visual

disptay are utilized in recognition tasks'

From 1860 to about L9L2, Evra1d Hering was the tour

de force in visual perception theory' Iïe argued a naËivis-

tic theory of visual space perception. For Hering, each

unl-t of a receptor surface such as a retina, carried with

lt a speclfic tag, quality, or sign, which enabled an

organism to abstract a particular attribute of, SâYr shape"

This native endowment theory stood in direct opposition to

the empiricists such as Helnhotz (1868)' and Tltchner

(1919), who beLieved space perception was a learned phen-

omenon, As much as the great polernics againsË Heringls

nlocal_ signn doctrine began with Kohler (1929), and the

Gestalt psychoiogists, iC is interesting to see the theo-

retical similarity between the two. For the Gestaltists,

perception was stilL dependent more upon the physical

properties of the nervous system than upon the acquired

properties that come about from direct experience.

nTempiaten Models of VisuÊl Repgesentation

Ttre theory of lsomorphism stated that the pattern of

retlnal excitation is in topological cogespondence with the

pattern of cortical activity whlch it induces; the corres-

pondence is not quite topographlcal, since the cortical

pattern is distorted, by certain innate forces of constraint

whlch act directJ-y on it (supposed by Kohler to be elec-
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trical field forces)" The resulting Pattern was held to

be isomorphic with what is perceived; indeed the cortical

pattern was generally thought to be the sole deterninant

of percepÈion. Thus the retina mirrors the external physi-

ca3- pattern of stimulation, and the braln mirrors, albeib

-in a distorted fashion, tbe events of the retina.

However, Koh1er said nothing abouÈ how Èhese patterns

?{ere recoggizqÈ. More, b€ said nothíng about how two pat-

terrrs could be judged simllar when they occurred in differ-

ent places or at different tines in the visual field"

Essentially, KohLer was arguing that an attributet

s&x¡ shape, was perceived whenever the pattern of the par-

ticular shape occurred j-r¡ some area of the brain. WhaË

Koh1er was arguing for in essence was some Sorü of psycho-

physiological parallelism. However, his theory of iso-

raorphisrn as a tenable mod,el for visual patbern recognition

does not work because of faulty logic.

The recognition of spatial brafn states as being

equivalent to the external- object being perceived implies

an internal nobserverr (homunculus) who recognizes the

patterns of equivalences to external obiec'ils. This second

order recognitÍon (perceptíon) needs to be again perceived

by a second ord.er llobserverrn and so on in an Ínfinite

regress, simply, Kohler0s theory of isomorphism pushes

the probJ-em of reeoqrli:u:þn right out of the brain"

From a physiological viewpoint, Kohlerts theory of
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pattern recognition based upon the excitation of speclfic

nacroscopic patterns of electrical activity at the visual

coftex was proven to be wrong by Lashley, Chowr and

Semlones in Lg5L. However, Kohlerrs theory Ytes a brilliant

lnitial attempt to answer the question of how figures with

simllar physical or geometrical Propertles could be repre-

sented inÈernal}y" It could have been also entirely possible

that the internal rePresentation of geometric patterns was

based on the .actual properties of their geonetry. I$hat

Koh1er failed to see was that the internelizing of a visual

pattern and, the form of that internal representation need

not necessarily share anything in conmon u¡ith the perceptual

characterisüics of that pattern' Kohlerts theory assumed

that the coded representation of ttsquarenessn was itself

topographicalJ-y square in the brain. This of course need

not be soo

Kohler and the early GestaLüists dld however, push

the question further such that later experimenters and

theorists could ask the question--what woul-d be a satis-

factory nod,el for a system which recognÍzed and inËernally

represented stimulus equivalence?

The naJor drawback of the template notion of the

GestaLtists was the various visual combinations and coî-

figurations of any given shape, say the letter rfÄn--ldhich

despite position in the retinal field, size, stylistlc

varlety (typographic of hunor), and rotatlonr--could always
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be recognized. Kohl-er had proposed a possible encoding of

a nprototypen shape; he did not describe how the multitud-

l.¡rous varieties of this shape ldere matched against this

protofype.

Iashley, âs ardent an opPonent of local sign Èheory

aS Kohler, came somewhat closer to a tenable model for
pattern recognition wiüh his theory of reduplicated inter-

fenence patterns (Lashley, (L9l+2)') " The basic idea involved

the notion that a retfnal pattern of stimulation would gen-

erate in the braj.n a series of ninterference patternsrn

which would be propagated over a large part of the vj-sua1

cortex, One could think of these in terms of moving pat-

terns of DC potentials, which might then interact much as

dO ¡uave patterns generated on a smooth water surface into

srhieh objects are dropped; Lashley conceived of them 1n

teims of the sympathetic activation of multiple series of

tlmed resonating circuits"
The point of Lashleyts model, of courser was to try

to explaln how one and the same brain state could be gen-

erated by a specific pattern of retinal StinulaÈion inde-

pendently of the particular retinal units excited. The

f.dea that a stinulus pattern generated an interferenee

pattern is the postulation of a coding process in which

geometrical properties of a pattern, presumably such as

the relative positions of various contours, deterrnine what

interference pattern is generated. Propagation of that
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rrcrh the côrtex is suDDosed tfr"r, to ensureprocess through the cortex is suPPosed

that the recognition of the original stimuLus pattern was

not position, or size-bound.

Lashley¡s Ogt+2) nod,el was a clear advance of bhe

Cestaltist notion of isomorphism. His notion of reduplíca-

ted interference patlterns set to capture certain stlnulus

equivaì-ences was further a compromise betvÙeen a passive

and dynamic nodel of brain function" I¿shleyts lnodel still

does not ansrder the question as to how the various inter-

ference patterns were recognized--and so second and thÍrd

ord.er pattern-perceivlng mechanisms lead his nodel out of

the brain.

Pitts and, Mcculloch (1943 ) posed the question of vis-

ua1 Ìepresentatlon by utllizing, not the language of stirnu-

lus equivalence, but ühe language of the computer. For

Pitts and McCulloch, the question was, how can a system

with a high degree of variable input, compute invariants

such that, say, a Square night be recognized desplte size,

orLentation, and graphic peculiarity?.

' Pitts and McCuIIoch postulated a modular net theory'

In essence, any input firlng a neuron wiÙhin a particular

neuron net is transformed by a fixed set of variables which

rotate, translate, or magnify the initial ínput. Every

possible transformation is applied to each input, and the

resulting changes are relayed throughout the para1lel

nsheetsn of neuron nets" Thus the initial state of stlmu-
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lation had no privileged status as dld the isomorphic

nprototypen of Kohlerts model'

l[ithout going into great detail, the class to which a

pattern belonge is defined by enumerating all the Ínstances

that can be obtained by a set of linear transformations of

the orlginal. The question of recognition no longer poses

a problem if each class of input patterns yields unique

values for the variables which can be thought of as states

of partlcular mod,ules within the net' In this sense, such

networks really do compute invariants of their variable

inputs, and thus solve the general problem of stimulus

equivalenc e.

what Pitts and. Mccul]och did not do, despite the log-

icar functionalism of their mod.el, was to specify just how

the transformations themselves were encoded. In 195L,

Lashley poinÈed out that histologlcal evldence of the vi's-

ual cortex did not seem to bear out a neuron-net arrange-

ment so necessary for Pitts and McCullochrs model' Despite

thisphysiologicalimpJ-ausibility,thísearlytheory--
intriguing as it is--is not testable enpirically; nor does

it account for linear reaction-time studies (a non-discrete

¡nod.e1) of Shepard, MetzLet, and Cooper and the late sixties'

The only elaboration left for these early template

models of vlsual representation is the model called ttts¡¡1-

plate-natchingn as adhered to by Selfridge and Neisser

(1960) ; tihr og6l) ; and Gibson f 1963 ) " In thls r¡odel, the
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new lnput îdas ídentified by noting its congruence with the

internalized nprototyPê" Howeverr congruence was a func-

tlon of sizeo positionn and location. This model thent

cal,Led for a nor¡ralizatlon process in which regardless of

where a pabtern appeared, it could be nmoved,tr nreduced,n

or rexpandedn systematica}ly utilizing a nechanisn first

postulated by Pitts and McGulloch (1943 )'

Ttrls normalization process calied for a further rnaÈch-

lng process even after a red'ucti-on, expansion, or roÈation,

eüc",hadtakenplace.Ttrismatchingprocessdeterrrined
whichtemplateorprototypebestfilledoroverlappedwith
the nornalized pattern most strongly. slhat obher research-

ers had to do next was to test this new theoretical elabor-

atlon with experimental findings which would support or

reject this new posltion" TLte quesÈion asked wast did the

ü1me required to perform a specific operation (such as a

. sinulation nmatchn problem) support the t'emplate raodel of

vLsual recognition Processes?

when two nultiattribute patterns are compared to deter-

mine whether or not they âre identical, the comparisons of

the patterns may be done sinultaneously (in parallel) or

one at a time (serially). Sbernberg G967 ) found thab the

time taken to reach a decision of nsamenessn or ndiffer-

encen between two patterns was greatiy influenced by the

number of differing attribut€s. sternbergrs findings are

puzztr-ing'Iflndeedthenumberofattributesinfluenced
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the decislon time required to make a nmatchn or nmismatchn

of two patterns, nmatchn responses should take longer than

nnismatchn resPonses--if lndeed the subject Ì{ere utilizing

a one-at-a-tirne serial scanning machine'

Sternbergts data indicated just the opposite; it seemed

that subjects used an aIr-at-once (parallel) comparison pro-

cedure to report nsamenesstr of two patterns, and a serial

scan to report f,difference.n Clearly, template natching

necessitated a parallel (frolistic) comparison procedure' Yef

sternberg reported that only for matches of nsamenessn was

scanning time short enough to imply the use of a tenplate

(whole pattern) representational nechanism' Clearlyt even

Nelsserfs normalization template elaboration did not rnatch

what was actuall-y happening 1n the brain"

ofteninapattern,aslightchangeinonesnalldetail
could signiflcantly alter the meaning; yet in a template

matching mod.e]-, such an insignificant detail was likely to

be lost in the overall comparison of new lnput and template'

Neisser and tr{eise (1960) have shown that small chlldren

could accurately detect differenceb througþ srnall, yet crit-

ical iIl-defined features. such discernibility lmplied even

further trràt figures are not always recognized on the basis

of their (overall) template qualities'

In contrast to ntemplaten theories of visual pattern
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recognition, there are those models which suggest that

parts and not wholes are the fundamental encoding mechan-

ism of visual recognition' The nfea"r,ure analysisn model

suggests that specific parts of an input are tested for

specific feature properties; or el-se a feature 1s detected

in response to a particular weighted probablistic combj.n-

atLon of tests at a very early input 1eveI" Further, the

feature analyzers, or those triggered by earli.er combina-

tÍons of features were seen to work lndependently of each

other,

The features to be analyzed may be of any desired type.

fn one feature-analytic nodel of pattern recognition such

as SeLfridgees computer model nPandemoniumn (Lg5g), such

features as horj.zontatit,y, cLosed perimeters, concaveness,

could be readiLy programmed in. Other feature models have

detected roundness, or texture attributes of a stÍnul-us

presented before j.t.

It is unLikely that the human organism could start

out wfth such clearly highLy differentiated feature detec-

tion structures as those posed by computer models of pat-

tern recognitíon" Tet it does not take long for a chiLd

to discern his environment visually'
It 1s not known how the features of, sâYr visual

discrimination are progranmed into a ehildts visual pat-

tern-making apparatus

The feature involved in visuaS. memory pattern-recog-
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nltion processes are not known. This study attenpts to dis-

cover if those features of visual memory aeuity are related

to those spatial dj.scriminants used in visi-on"

rPandemoniumrn the model referred t,o above, was the

first theor.v to systematically present a feature-analytic

nodel for pattern recognition. IT1 this mode1, welghted con-

binations of features were detected through their Presence call-

f.ng up a decision mechanism which is in response to the number

or the regularity of the feaÈure being detected'. In essencet

this decision nechanism in the npandemoniumn in input data

i.dentj.fied the stimulus as that of a certain type" Suther-

3.and &957 ) also did research which favoured the feature

analysis model of pattern recognition" Sutherland argued

that if an animal could. discriminate between two stirnuli,

Lt must therefore possess some mechanisrn which reacted dif-

ferentially between the two.

Sutberlandrs origlnal work was done with octopuses.

These aninals easily discrÍmi-nate between vertical strokes

and horizontal ones, but apparently cannot distinguish a

Line sloping h5o ïo the right from' one which slopes 45o to

the left" This led sutherland to assume that they pos-

sessed analyzers for verticality (specifically, for the

ratio of maximum vertical extent to square root of area)

and horizontality, but not for other inclinations. The

theory was subsequently elaborated to deal with differ-

ences in discriminaËive caPaciÈy between octopuses and
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rats, and to include other hypothetícal analyzers as well"

Ttre najor drawback of these feature analytic theories

was the inability of these model-s to develop features not

lnitlally nprogrammed in.n Uhr (1963) believed lt unlikely

that an organis¡n would start out with such a set of higþIy

differentiated and well-adapted feature mechanisms. He

developed a computer nodel for patiern recognition which

changed a set of randomly chosen feature detectors if exper-

ience did not utiLlze them.

these early theories then were essentially conputer

nodels of pattern recognition" They did not account for

the recognition ability or structure of visual memory'

Ilebb (1949) developed a feature-analysls model of visual

pattern recognition rvhich made use of features utilized in

visual percePtionc

Hebbrs account of visual pattern recognition in the

nature individual rese¡nbles the other feature-oriented

theories in. many respects" The first 1evel of processing

ïras essuIaed to consist of ncell-assembliesn whi-ch act much

llke feature-analyzers. However, the only features e)ctrac-

ted at this level were lines, angles, and contours. Ïn

effect, this model was a cross between a feature and a

tenplate Èheory: the rfeaturesn ï¡ere really sinple tem-

pJ-ates for parts. To solve Hoffdingrs problem--t,h"at'

response does not seem to depend on retinal locus--Hebb

used spabially parallel processingo The cell-assenblies,
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orpart-templates,wBrereduplicatedallovertheinput
region and corresponding ones were connected together" In

ühis wâïr a square of a particular orientation excited what

is effectively the same assembly r¡herever it happened to

appear. ltre celI-assemblies thenselves were supposedly

conbined,byselectiveexperienceintowhatHebbcalls
wphase sequences"lt These phase sequences were the begin-

nings of visual recognitiono .

Hebbts feature-analytic theory suffered from much the

S¡ane problems of earlier feature detector theories' Simplyt

ltdidnotaccountforthingsweactuallysee'Pattern
recognition theory had progressed, yet it failed to explain

thepatternprocessesoperatinginvisualperception"For
example, when we are temporarily blinded (as in an accident

or an eye operation) we see objects for the first time (after

the restoration of sight ) with a rrwholeil separatedness and

nwholett distinctiveness. A purely feature-analytic Ùheory

in wtricfr a paralJ-e1 processing mechanism isolates features

one at a time did not explain the basic nfigure-groundrt sep-

aration of whole figures which are noticed all too readily

l-n visual PercePtion'

Glearly,afeatureanalytictheoryofvisualpattern
re.cognition must take into account the visual recognitÍon

ofperceptualphenomenonandhenceincorporateapercep-

tually based model of visual memory. .The most recent

theorists have tried to incorporate perceptual phenomenon
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Lnto a feature theory of pattern recogniti.on.

McKlnney O963 , Lg66) ; and Hebb É 4.' ( 1969 ) , have

conducted lmportant research which has supported this

feature theory from a purely perceptual position. fn

studying subjects under the ttstoppedtt image techniquet

certain perceived figures broke into segnents which dis-

appeared in a seemingly ordered, fashion' rn this procedure,

eye movements were conpensated for and, could not produce

any shift of the optical lnage on the retina; that is, they

did not change the proximal stimulus. Perceived figures

soon disappeared in nwholesn or in npartsn when thÍs was

done, presumably beeause of trfatlguen at the retina or

eisewhere in the visual system, Similar effects occuffed

even with ordinary ocular fixatlon on figures which are

faint or defocused. (McKinney, L963, 1966]..

The disappearance of parts in these experiments was

not haphazard. Lines came and went as wholes, for example,

so that triangles generally lost one side at a tlme, while

the letter nRn lost its entire crosspiece. Parallel lines

tended to appear and disappear together, even at consider-

able separatlons. Curvilinear figures often undensent

simplificatlon and gap-completion. Whenever possible, the

fragmentation tended to produce meaningful patterns rather

than nonsensical ones" A monogram broke into recognizable

ion Proeesses in Pattern RecoqniLion
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Letters more often than into unnameabie f,ragments; a word

characterlstlcall-y lost exactly those letters l'thich rsould

Leave another definable word behind; simply, McKinney found

that one lost visual recognition capability as one perhaps

constructed it--ín identlfiable spatial features.

The occurrence of such fragmentatlon supports the

theory that there are functional subsystems operating in

shorÈ term memory as well as in perception'

Gibson (19$) , has carried out studles of pattern

recognition processes in young children, utilizing a rota-

tion and transfornation task' Young children vtere able to

discern standard shapes from confused shapes in various

orienüations by noting standard shape features perceived in

previous tests.
Further, Gibson, strongly influenced by the Jakobson-

Halle notion of ltdi-stinctive featuredtln spoken language,

attenpted to d.iscover the crítícal features by which letters

were identified. By lsolating various perceptuaL segments

of a set of letters which were Presented to four year old

subjects, Gibson found. that children readily confused

letters like nBn and ttEn which differed in only a few fea-

üureso rathen than letters like nBn and nCn which differed

i.n many"
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Table I

Gibsonts Table of Distinctive $eatures. for Letter Recognition"'

Features BC LNU

Straight segment

Eorlzontai
Vertical
Oblique/
ObIi{ue

Curve

Closed
Open vertically-
Open horizontallY

Intärsection

Redundancl'

Cyclic ehange
Symnetry

DiscontinuitY

Vertical
I{orizontal

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+
++
+
+

+

++
+

++

+
++

+
++ *. *

+++
+

*Orr" Dossible set of distinctive features for letters
ii;"ã-õ,i;;;; ,- tg65) . Each letter is ciraracterized
ùy-iñot" features marked tt+t¡ in its column"

The significant fact of Gibsonfs work is that those

nfeaturesn he isolated in his letter transfornation and

recognition task are nornally considered spatíal features

utilized in perceptual (foveal) processes'
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Ln LT73, Leon Harmon began a series of experiments

which investigated experimenüally how nuch visual informa-

tion was required for recognition. By assigning a bright-

ness value to very smatl areas of given portrait photographst

Harmon found that such a photograph could easily be divided

lnto a grid of small squares of measurable color or tonaliÈy.

By then presenting subjects with these nblockn portraits

which had also been measurably blurred, Harnon explored the

nthresholdr of visual recognition. Surprísingly, Harmon

found that the recognition of the porÈraits F as increased

inthoseimageswithahighlevelofb].urring.
Harmon explained this phenomenon through the human

ability to d,etect and descríbe conspicuous features" Like

phoneme recognition whicfi i" basic to an understanding of

any lan8tage (Jakobson, Lg4g), Harmon, like Gibson lI965J,

saw the perceptual mechanism operating here strongly akin

to the concept of nnoisett in acoustics'

ApicturerlikeasoundrcouldrHarmonfound'be
described as the sum of sinple component frequencies' In

acoustical- signals, pressure varies with time; in the

optlcal signals Harmon used, the frequencies were spatial

and conslsted of variations of ltdensityu (or darkness)

wlth observed distance. Just as a musical note consists

of a fundamental frequency and its harmonics, so foo an

optical image conslsts of combinations of single frequencies

which nake up its spatlal spectrun. The slgnificance of
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Harmonrs lEn) work, l1ke bhat of Gibson (L965), lvas that

he gave support to a feature-detector theory of visual

pattern recognition by showing that those features may well

be the same spatial features utilízed in percepÙion. What

Harmon was suggesting was that visual memory utilizes spa-

tÍal-perceptual processes in a feature-analytic way. This

feature-analytic spatial nodel of visual memory has been

suggested by other researchers and suggests an inner spatlal

process to be at the heart of visual memory encoding.

fn trying to describe the process of pattern recognition

in general within an organism, then, researchers were forced

to examine a mechanism rich in patterns--that of vision"

Accounting for mechanisms which produced patterns in visual

pereeptlon via a roodel led experimenters inevitably to a

search for those mechanisns which might be combined to form

patterns, in visuaL memory. Recent research, âS shown, has

suggested that visual memory utilizes the same spatial

Dechanisms operatlng when vÍe actuatly perceive an obiect

or even't externally. Having then provided a theoretical

basis for visual pattern recognition r'¡e must anaLyze further

the spatial or iconic nature of visual memory"

TÞ Såruetural Nature of Visual iu1emorv.

If spatial perceptual mechanisms are used as research

suggests in visual memory, the questions arise, to what

extent is nseeingtt with the mindrs eye like seeing when we
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use the normal nechanisms of sight? Is seelng in memory

actually structured like an inner photograph? The presence

of such spatial/perceptual mechanisms as contrastt verti-

cality, and. symmetry point to a form of mental pattern recog-

nition that is iconic. The questíon is, what is the nature

of that iconic storage mechanism? Further, if the internal

representation is not exactly photographic, just what is the

structural- role and format of these perceptual features Ín

vfsual memory?

The first task is to prove that an iconlc storage mech-

anlsm exists, The second is to cite just þow photogra'phic

this fnternal storage system is. The starting point for

such a test of modality is the phenomenon of how we see and

remember real ob jects v\then they are overlapped by others "

There are two theoretical- vÍewpoints regardj-ng how one

might represent images with a distinct spatial layout such

as overlap. The Hel-mholtz positíon, endonsed by most per-

ceptual psychologists since the 19th century, is that the

braín receives from the retina a two-dimensional mosaic and

that inferences are mad.e about spatial relations on the

basis of the same cues one uses in perceiving relative loca-

tion in a photograph, a process calIed unconscious infer-

ence. the contrastíng view, advanced by J' J' Glbson (1955),

was that one perceives the layout of objects 1n the world

somehow directly. According to this view there is informa-

tion reaching the visual system that conveys the reLative
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Locations of objects rsithout an additional step of inferring

how these objects must be arranged for the current retinal

mosaic to be obtained. By the Gibson position, one can

perceive that one object was hidden by another, whereas by

theHelmholtzpositi-ononecouldnot"Gibsonlsviewwas
tbat as objects disappeared from view and emerged from behind

one another, one would continue to perceive their layout in

space directly; Helmholtz would maintain that a hidden obJect

is known onlY through memory'

Neisser and Kerr og73), wished to determine if mental

lmagerywasrepresentedsomehowlikeaphotograph,inwhich

caseoverlappingobjectswouldbeinvisible,orwhetherthe
vlsual encodÍ.ng system would allow one to see ilthroughrr

overlaps" one way to assess this difference would be, Neieser

andKerrtheorized,toseeifmemoryeffectivenesswas
increased through subjects seeing inages with direct versus

overJ,aPPing sPatial laYouts '

P-roof gf Iconie Storage

Again, Neisser and' Kerrts J973) insight was to test

thepropositionbycomparingthemnemoniceffectivenessof
lmages based on hidden or overlapped objects versus images

basedonobjectsnothidden'ForexamPle,itlsknownthat
when subjects are asked to learn the pair PIANO-oIGAR' per-

forrnance is likely to be J-mproved if they think of, or

inagine a piano with a cigar sitting at the edge of the

music rack" The quesüion is whether the same benefit to
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memory occurs when subiects think of a píano with a cigar

hldden from vlew down belorv the strings. rf mental inagery

is a nental snapshoÈ, then there should be facilitation

only when both objects are nmentally visiblert and not when

one of them is concealed. If imagery corresponds to a

oibsonian percept, a knowledge of spatial layout, however,

then the conceaÌed element should be an effective mnemonic

element.

The task'used by Neisser and Kerr consisted in reading

sentences with two major concrete objects represented; one

could think of these objects as the two terms of a paired-

associate item' Subjects were not told they would later

have to remember ttre pairs but were instructed only to rate

the vividness of each sentence at the ti¡ne of its presenta-

tion. The three conditlons differed in the type of images

lnplied by the sentences. In the plctorial condition, the

two objects were portrayed ln an interacting scene I in the

separate condition, one of the objects was somehow hidden

or overLaPPed bY the other.

After reading and rating bhese materials fÍrst for the

vlvidness of the irnagery they evoked, subjects were given a

surprise memory test in which they were required to respond,

ln terms of one of Neisserts exanples, with the response

STATUE 0F LIBERTY, given the stimulus HARP. In other words,

as long as the lnage suggested to the subject involved the

objects to be associated in close proxinit¡ it made no
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difference whether the imagina3- scene would, in the real

vLsual world, have allowed both items to be seen or whether

one of the two would have been hidden" Inagining a harp

inside the statue ts torch was just as good as imagining it

balanced on top of the torch, insofar as setting up an

enduring statue-torch association. Hovrever, in the separate

cond.ition, with images in which the objects to be associated

were deliberately placed in remote spatial positionst per-

formanee was impaired. Wollen et al. {f-972) ai-so found that

the objects pictured in a visual image must be interacting

somehow for a mnemonic advantage to occur'

It ls significant Èhat the pictorial conditicn led to

the awareness of more vivid imagers than either of the other

t$ro conditions, Furtherr'Neisser and Kerr found that there

was a Ìack of correlation between vividness of imagers and

their hel-pfulness in facilitatíng memory" this independence

of vividness and mnemonic effectiveness is a direct viola-

tion of the snapshot metaphor: the pictonial and separate

condibions were quite an adequate manipulation for producing

nental pictures of different vividness u yet they do not

produce dlfferent amounts of memory facil-itation; therefore,

the me¡nory facilitation must !S be a product of the photo-

graphic claritY of images"

Nelsser and Kerr showed., ifl further support of this

concluslon, that for any given subject, consicered separ-

ately, his more vividly rated sentences were not the ones
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he recalled best. Across subjectsr moreoverr those who

generally reported getting vivid lmages did not perforn

better in menory than those subjects who reported less vivid

images.

rn summary, it seems from these data that images eli-

eited by verbal materials were not like snapshots' Objects

that would be invisible on a snapshot nonetheless, received

the fuI1 memorial advantage of imagery lnstructions'

The Neisser-Kerr experiment suggested a somewhat less

peripheral and more central concept of visual imagery 1n

memory than some of the earlier studies reviewed. If Gibson

is correct about perception i-n general, however, then these

data support the exaet parallel between concurrent visual

experience and visual experienee in menory'

The Neisser and Kerr findings place obJections to the

concept of imagery on the part of artificial--intelligence

workers (Anderson and, Bower, lg73; Pylyshyn, L973 ) who

claimed that imagery was not an isomorphic analog processt

but a digital process, much Ilke that of computer mechanism

for pattern recognition. .These critics, especialS-y Pylyshyn'

obJect that the photographic metaphor Ís a fatal weakness

of the concept of imagery. From an isomorphic position,

NeisserandKerr(1973)havethemselvesshownthatvisual

memory is not photographic in nature--yet spatial in design'

The real issue of contention, once one has dismissed

the snapshot metaphor along with the wa:c-tablet metaphor,
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is whether or not infornation naps onto two fund'anrentally

different representation systems r one propositional-verbal

and one somehow imaginal. Neisser and Kerrrs flndings gave

Dot only strong support for a separate modality process

operatlng in memory, they also showed that although visual

memory is not exactly photographic in nature, it is spatial

in its construct "

Final1y, a startling piece of evidence against the

mental snapshot metaphor comes from a Study by Jonides,

Kahn, and Rozin (L975). These authors compared performance

of normal college students in a desÍgn involving manipula-

tion of word concreteness and of imagery building instruc-

tions (see also Paivio, 0971a), pp " 5l.8-52O) " The results

showed. no effect of blind¡ess. The facilitation from con-

crete words, and the facilitation from instructions to form

mental images were just as great for blind subjects as for

normals. Because the blind subjects tested in this study

had never had any visual experience, whereas they showed

essentially normaL patterns of facilitation 1n nnemory, the

lesson of Neisser and Kerr is confirmed and extended by

the Jonides g! 4. ft9?5) results. These authors had no

special insight as to what the coding processes involved

in the memory facilitation were for their b-lind subjects,

but, as they mentioned, the posslbillty would be strength-

ened that somethlng similar to an abstract spatial mode

of cognition was being tapped. Neisser (,L972) has been

Y"'*r1,
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the foremost spokesrnan for this view, that the distinction

being groped for among workers in imagery is between the

verbal and spatlal modes rather than between the verbal

and visual, BlÍnd subjects would certainly need some

nodality for dealing with objects in space and for imagin-

ing such objects jn the absenee of direct sensory experience"

The suggestion is that it is ühis spatiaS- nodality that

underlies the mnemonic effect'

rconic storage then does exist. If mental imagery fs

not an exact photographic replica of our external environ-

ment, the question arises, just what is the nature of these

spatial mechanisms used in visual memory ?

visuaL perception utilizes mechanisms of organization

such as figure-ground, and contrast. It is not sinply a

process of building up sensations into higher-order units"

visual memory utilizes perceptual mechanisms, yet it does

so in ways that do not exactly copy our external visions

of the wor]d. The results of such research have led exper-

lmenters to a wider understanding of the process of per-

ception, and in so doing, have led to experimental designs

whlch seek to clarify further the spatial nature of visual

memory mechanisms "

The nost recent understanding stated by segal and

Fusel-ls 11970), and confirmed by Brooks (L972), and Shep-

ard (,ly7L-1g73) , held that perception 1s a cyclic cognitive

activlty which includes an anticipation stager âs well as
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a recogniti-on stage. rmagery for these experimenters was

thought to be the anticipatory stage of perception occur-

ring alone. Tmages, accord,ing to Shepard (L973), were

not pictures in the head, but plans for obtaining informa-

tion from potential environments"

ental ation Studi the Structure of ühe Const

The most inventive of t,he experimental work which

exploredthepossibilityofmentaiímagerybeingperceptual
anticipations were those studies conducted by shepardt

cooper, and. their collaborabors (L97L-Lï76J " In the first

of these studies by Shepard and Metzler (1971), subjects

were shown two pictures of geornetrical objects and asked

lf the same object vrere depicted in both" The two objects

were oriented d.ifferentiy, so that subjects had to rotate

one of them rnentally before the identity task could be per-

formed. the resulting reaction time for such taskst was

e Ij-near function of the d.egree of mental rotation required

to bring the objects into coincid.ence. The greater the

angular difference between the orientations of the two

obJects, the slower was the response. In essencer shepard

concluded that subjects were apparently carrying out mental

rotations at a fixed rate of sPeed"

The major result of shepardls work was the assuntption

that the internal representation underlying the execution

of mental rotation tasks was structurally analogous to the

rr-'''.1
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operations,of the foveal system when one rotated a stinulus

externally'
In arguing for a mental rotation analog theory of the

structure of the nmindts €I€rtt I'letzler and Shepard claimed

that their reaction-time experiments revealed that it was

'not the d,ifference between the two plctures (internal and

test shape) which deterrnined reaction tine; rather that it

was the time required that the subject took to mentally

rotate a given shape through a particular path or trajectory

Ín degrees of arc. This cumulative linearity of their time

studies pointed indeed to an analog internal rotation struc-

ture of vÍsua1 memory imagery rather than a feature-by-

feature comparison theory, as some of their critics have

cited.
By analog, Shepard meant a continuous process in which

the final rnental orientation to a predesignated position of

rotation was the result of an additive proeess whereby the

rotated mental image passed, through a spatial trajectory,

as Lt were, of measurable degrees of arc. t'or. Shepardo this

Lncreasingly linearity of the reaction-tir¡e with specific

measurable rotational positions made him discount a discrete

inaginal processing system in which RT data of such mental

orientations would not be cumulative in nature"

k'hat was inPortant

lnternal repres entation

somehow preserve a kind

Shepard fs work was that the

an object being maniPulated must

structural, isomorPhism to that

in
of

of
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real object throughout at1 internediate stages of procêss-

ing, or else bhe structural information would not be avail-

able for conparison þIith the presented second stimulus"

Thus, ês their time-linearity studies infer, subiects had

no choice but to carry out mental imaginal rotation in a

number of srnall adjustments, each of which preserved the

essential Structure until the desired orientation was

achieved.

Several researchers tried t¡ specify the aetuaL Struc-

ture of the internally rotated form. John Gould (L972) 
'

observed that bhe mental rotation of images seemed not to

very with the eonplexity of the stimul-us. Most recenÙly,

Just and Carpenter Ã9?6), have shown that the greater

reaction tine in identifying a stimulus with a nnentally

rotated. one, I¡IaS due perhaps to the angular discrepancies

of the compared images. Hochberg and Gellman (L976\, have

nevealed that rotation rates depended on the availability

of rlandnark featuresn in the stimulus display, though such

features did not necessarily vary wlth the so-called per-

ceptuaÌ cornplexitY of the form'

Tn 1975, Lynn Cooper carried out further studies on

Èhe mental rotation of random two-dimensional shapes which

further replicated. the findings of Shepardrs studies. For

Cooper, the reaction tine for determining whether a rotated

test shape increased linearly with the angular departure of

that shape f,rom a previously nseenn orientation' Hence,
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Cooper Og75), as well as Shepard (1971), and Shepard and

Feng Ogß), believed. that subjects rnentally rotated some

kind of isomophic internal representation of the test

shape into the given required new orientation such that

a comparison with a new test shape could be made"

cooperts unexpected findings regardÍng the stan-

dardization of internal rotation speed despite the visual

complexity of the presented shape further enhanced the

notion that visual memory imagery was a perceptual pro-

cess. In furthering the knowledge about the actual

internal representation (visual or schematic ) of the

rotated shapes, it would be only necessary bo make very

minor subtle distinctions'between standard presented

shapes and test forms to determine the actual perceptua]-

universals.

such is the task of this thesis. specifically, what

is needed is the certainty that the nsubtle distinctionsrtt

as cooper $g75) calIs them, are indeed perceptual in nature'

That is, that the distinctions are chosen with- careful

attention to the processes of perceptuar learning in, sâyr

a visual discrimination task. Though ind^eed cooper (L975),

Gould|L972),andCarpenter(L976),didfindthatmentalrota-
tion speed, was stand,ardo despite the given conplexity of a stim-

ulus, they did not turn to visual pattern recognition theory

in order to be certain that such complexity was judged on a
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perceptual and not merely a graphic IeveI.

How can one be certain that bhe design of a given

stimulus is perceptually altered? Símply by isolating

knot¡n features of a perceptual task, such as those identifi-

abte spatial features utilized in a visual- discrimination

task,

Itleaknessesl>f Previous Rotation .Studies

One of the major drawbacks of, Cooperts []-975) study

was her misunderstanding of the conplexity of the presenbed

stÍmul-us. For Cooperu trperceptual cornplexityrt was based

soleì-y upon the number of points which determined inflec-

tLons on the perineter of the form" Quite simply, Cooper

assumed that these points þtere landmark features, and, like

Iiochberg anci Gellmanrs (19761 , study, their quantity sig-

nÍfied complexity. Cooperrs notion of compl-exity was based

on Attneavets l-957 data which claimed there was a linear

relationship between the logarithm of the number of poÍnts

and judged cornplexity.

i'o"tb."", Attneavets data revealed that the number of

points accounted for SVÅ of the variance of the judgment.

To suggest even in L957 that Perceptual complexity is judged

accorately upon a npolnts counttr in the l1ght of Gestalt

perceptual theory is somewhaÈ short-sighted. To suggest

in 1975 the same notion 1s, 1n the llght of more recent

perceptual theory--ludicrous. That Hochberg and Gellman
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should specify the operation of trlandmark featuresn in

visual memory encod,lng tasks is quite a valid statement'

However, it 1s encumbent upon cooper in l-975 to specify

the internal rePresentation of these features in terms far

more speclfic than mere nPoints"n

John Kennedy (L975), in his work on the psychology

of plcture recognition, has shown that line, edge, occlud-

ing bound, occluding edge, texture, color, shadow, and fOrm

are all identifiable parts of any given optic array. Fur-

thermore, thaü line itself is so powerful a visual mechan-

ism that often other features such as texture, colorr con-

trast, brightness, and occlusion may be depicted by it

alone, Figure-ground, illusions in modern Perceptual theory

have also pointed to the importance of actual form (as

opposed to out line) in visual recognition tasks as did

Harmonts studies on the perceptual threshold basis of pic-

ture recogniti.on.

Harmon .lg73) and Kennedy o975) have specified the

spatial configuration of those features we utilize in a

visual discrimination task. It is, logical then, to test

the perceptual nature of visual nemory by isolating a given

stimulus with varlous known spatial configurations used in

another closely related. perceptual task, that of visual

paùtern recognition'

F:-'l
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The Parêrneters of Thiå QtudY

What parameters then need to be isolated Ín this study

of the structural nature of mental image processes?

1. That ¡aental imagery is a Percep-tual task' That 15,

mental imagery like other perceptual- processes utilizes dis-

criminatory mechanisms which can be specified"

2" That a mental rotation task would be one way to

isoLate suspected perceptual features.

3. That the mental rotation of these features, isolated

in a given stimulus presentationu bê tested for the effects

of linearity such that the analog (spatial) nature of image

encoding be assessed.

If variations in reaction time occur in a mental rota-

tlon which utilizes the subtle perceptual distínctions of,

sayt outline, angulation, and, form-fullness, it should be

possible, ïnore accurately than in past studies, to specify

sonething of the actual perceptual encoding basis of visual

memory "
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Speclflc Concerns

The problem under investlgation 1n this study coneerns

the representatlon nechanisms lnvolved in mental imagery'

Specifical-Iy it seeks answers to the follolving questions:

What are the strnctural encod.lng nechanisms of mental lmage

processes? Are these mechanisms relaÈed to other pettern-

naking processes of the human cognitlve sysbem? Can 'these

units of such internal represenÈation be specifled?

Because mental Ímagery has been found to consisÈ of

a nultipllcity of processes from image transformatÍon to

image movement, these general questions need to be specified

according to one particular controlled manipula.tion of one

inage proc€ss--tnêDtal rotation.

More directly, this thesis is concerned with the fol-

more speciflc questions:

Do rotated mental images have an analog relation-

ship to external-J-y observed spatiaL rotation?

Does this internal spatial representation utilize

the same known perceptuai features used v¡hen one

records onets environment usually?

lowing

1)

2T

Hvpotheses

The followlng hypotheses were tested in this lnvestigation:

h9
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1) For the main effects of st,imulus forrnat, the r€âc-

tlon times for the rnental rotation of the stimulus conditions

of outline, solidarity, and angulation will not be different"
2l For the main effects of stinulus leve1 (full-ness and

-broken-ness), the reaction time for the full-ness condition

wi.Ll not be superior to the reaction tirne fo¡r ti:e broken-ness

eonditton,

3 ) For the main effect of orientation, there will be no

llnear increase in reaction timer âs orientaüion of the

sÈfmulus i-ncreeses.

,+) The interaction effect of stimulus forrnat with orien-

tatÍon wiII not reveal any greater reaction time data than

with the interaction of stÍrnu.lus level and orientation.

5l The interaction effect of stimulus leveI with orien-

tation will not reveal any difference in reaction time for
the fulI-ness and broken-ness conditions"

6) The combined, interactlon effects of stirnulus format,

stimul-us Ievel, and orientatÍon will not reveal any differ-
ance in reactÌon tfme data frorn the interactfon effects

revealed irr orientation and each of the sbimufus conditions

(formaË and level) separately"

Hebb (1937), has shown how the ouüline of a figure

from its background Ís immediate at the first rüoment of
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stÍnulation, Ðeutsch Ã953) , like Just and Carpenter (L976),

has suggested that pattern-coding for shape entailed a nental

computatlon which noted the relative positions of contour

(re-positÍons of corner angles) with the internal represen-

batlon of that shape.

Previous research then has revealed that outline,

corners, and shape are important attributes of visr¡a1 per-

ception. If nental imagery 1s spatial ln its construct, i',
too nust utilize some of the same building bloeks of a spa-

tlal schematic as used ín vision"

The stlmulus used in thís sbudy was a randomly chosen

shape sltghtly altered according to those elemenüs of visr¡.al

perception noted by previous research" Henceo outline,
solid, and contour-makers (angulation), became ühe three

variations of a standard stimulus to be nrentally rotated

by subjects.

These three stimulus variations were further reduced

to two further conditions in order to take into account

Hochberg and Gellmants (l..976) recent findings that mental

rotatton operated by way of the encoding of speciffc nland.-

naark Featuresrn rather than the conplete representatlon of

the figure undergoing rotatlon"

Hochberg and, GeLLnan deterrained that hlghlight condf-

üj-ons such ae points, corners, etc., were the operati.ve fea-

tures nanipulated in ¡nental rotatLon tasks. By utilizing a

ncompleter anC nincompleter version.of each of the three
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stfmulus types, Hochberg and Gellman?s hypothesis can be

tesÈed "

The resulting reacti-on tine for the internal rotation

of these six stinuli will presumably reveal if the internal

encoded structure is anything like the perceptual fornat of

the externallY Presented form.

Sub iect -sani,Ie

1\selve. subjects were secured from a first-year psy-

ehoS.ogy class sub ject pool at the Universi.ty of F¿nitoba " 0f

these tv¡elveo the first two acted as pilot subjects such that

the experimenter could familiarize himself with the procedural

routine ø

Previous studies by Shepard and Metzler (1971); and.

Cooper o975); have utilized srnail (ten-subject) sanples in

Order to gain information about image processes. The general-

izability of such small samples to a whole population seened

to be based on the belief that image processes are universally

spaÈial in nan" Replication of prevj-ous studieS on the analog

nature of nental inagery seems to bear out this fact. Hence,

sample size is important only in that an average reaction tlme

fOr an irnage rotation task be obtained. In previous studies,

as weLL as tiris one, reaction time for ¡nental rotaticn was

surprisingly similar enough anong subjects to dlscount d'if-

ferent inage rotation processes in dlfferent people.
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Stlmuli

In all, slx stfuoulus

subjects" The six siimulus

were:

conditions were

variations of a

presented to

standard form

I. the complete * incomplete

P" the conpì-eËe + incompJ-ete

3. the conplete + incomplete

outline stimulus;

solid stlrnulus;

g.glqngr (angles ) stimulus .

These six conditlons were felt to be varled adequately enough

to test if three comnon features of visual perception vlere in

any vùay utilized by inage encoding mechanisms. The six sti¡n-

uli appear in Figure 2 below.
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Flg, 2 " Tire stinulus format : outli-ne, qolid'
angulation, in two conditions, full-
ness and broken-ness"
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The six eonditions were presenÈed briefly to sub-

jects in a -r,wo-field tachistoscope. After initial top-field
presentation of a given random stimulus, subJects nnentally

rotated an nimagen of the stimulus to a pre*determined ori-
'entatLon, This orienüation was deternined by subJects

rotating this mental image to congruence with a bottorn-

fleld presentation of the same stlmulus at a gíven orienta-

tlon. The reported achievement of thLs rotated congruence

with the external-J.y presented orientatlon was reeorded by

subjects stopping a timer (see control features ).

Tl¡e orientations which subjects must rotate a gi.ven

Í.nput to, in this study, were 30o variations from 0o through

1800, Previoug researeh reveaLed that beyond, a roÈat,Lon of

18Oo there was a pronounced drop in linear reaction time,

due perhaps to an internal transformation of an ínage Ëhrough

its reclprocal, Thirty degree variations in mental orien-

tatlon vrere feLt to be clear and distinct enough positlons,

such that a movÍng internal trajectory could be adequately

tíned.

Dependent Measures

If subJects are asked to mental-ly rotate six differ-

ent stimuli to various posLtions of orientation, the depen-

dent measures of such notations are twofold:

1) nental irnage rotation tine (reaction tlme);

2l error.rate. In this forced-choice procedur"r",oO
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jects could íncorrectly choose the wrong presented

stimuli as the one vrhich presumably matched thej.r

inËernally rotated onê, Such an error could sig-

nlfy a loss of a feature during rotatÍon, and hence

Ioss of the schenar oF else a failure to rePresent

and rotaÈe an rlimagen at all.

Gontrol treatutes

The measurement of internal- rotation time was achieve<i

through a two-fiel-d tachistoscope procedure" This tachistc-

scope procedure enabled the experímenter to control various

aspects of the design such that' the data obtained would be

freer from outside influence and hence aore rneaningful, The

control features lmposed in this design were: L) tne Presen-

tation fornat of the stimulus; 2) Ëhe measure for iaternal

ori-entation; 3) the reduction of learned or lrguessedn

responses.

1, The presellell-ox--folnat of the stimulus. Sub jects¡:- 

- 
-.were shovrn a total of thirty-six d,ifferent stinuli for a

given (2-sec " ) period in the top field of a t¡¡¡o-field

tachistoscope" These thi-rty-six different presentaÈions

represented sÍx stimulus condítions (outlineo so1id, and

corner aspects of a standard form and theír incomplete

form), ât six positions of orientation. The order of

presentation was randomized through a random number table.

Subjects nere presented with flve blocks of these
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same thirby-six presentatlons i.n order to: a) reduce the

effects of lndividual error in, sâTr one specific orj-enta-

tion; b) achieve an average reaction time for such internal
rotatÍon which might be generallzabfe to inage rotation pro-

cesses in raan"

2. lhe nneasure for internal orÍentatíon, This was con-

trolLed in this desJ-gn by a forced-choice test for such

uental orientation in the lov¡er field of the tacbistoscope"

The taehlstoscope procedures is as folIor¡s: Each subJect

yras seated i.n front of a two-field tachistoscope. One of
sÍx stinulus configunations (three variations--line, solid.,

and angulation; and t'tro sub-fornats--fuIl-ness and broken-

ness) was presented ín the top fieLd at 0o orientatfon for
a f,ixed tlne period of two seconds, This saae stlmulus

rùas then presented in one of six rotated posit,ions (fron

3oo to 18oo) in the lower field along wlth a mlrror or

incorrect version of the test stimulus in that saine rotated
position. This second lower field presentatlon started a

dtgital timer" The duration of this lower field v¡as cotr-

trolled by the sub ject " The sub ject was to choose t,he

correct rotated version of the two presented choices by

presslng the corresponding left/rlght button located below

the taehlstoscope and directLy beneath the left-right, cholce

area of the lower field. The subjectrs correspondíng leftl
right index fingers were piaced on these rchoicen buttons

at the outset of the experiment. The subjectrs fressing of
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any left/right button stopped the dlgltal t1mer, A schema-

t,1c of the experirnental procedure appears in Figure 3 below.

3_. The reductj.oq o:f,_þarnecl__qr_lgueqsedl_Iespogpsg. This

tras controlled through the rando¡eized presentation format of

the ühirty-six top-fieJ-d tachistoscope present,ations " SÍnee

subJects could not predict upcoming stlnulus presentations

and hence evoke short-Èerrn memory, the learning (remembrance)

factor ¡sas reduced. fn order to minimize nental fatigue and

hence guessed response or outríght error in ühe forced-

choice lower-field test, subjects had a short (3-min. ) break

between each set of randomized presentations"

Design of the Study

The deslgn. model utilized by this study is a 2x3x6

factorial design. The independent variables rvere: ühree

formats of a given stirnulus shape, i,.eo, an outline shape,

a solid shape, and an angulated shape" These stimuli t.rere

further broken down lnto two Ievels, fulÌ and broken-ness

for each format. These six stimulus variatlons Ì{ere Ëhen

presented to subjects at 3Oo increments from 3Oo to 1800 o

The lndependent variables then v¡ere: stinulus format,

stimulus level, and sti.mulus orientation" The dependent

variables were reaction tine and error rate. lhe desígn

is outllned in TabLe 2u
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Êf åt iêt ical' Proc edureg

Tfre 2xix6 design of this study pernits the measure-

inênt of the reacti.on tfme for the mental rotation of six

ËÉínuius condltions" Thfs measurement of the varLous stimu-

iUg formats (three l-evels of features times two levels of

bfOken-ness) vqhen crossed with six level-s of mental orienta-

€10är tùill presumably yíe1d lnfornation on the encoding

Ettsuêture and spatial nature of rotated mental lmages"

lna statistical method. used to reveal the interaction

gffeets of reaction tlme and stimulus type is analysis of

V'ålíanee v¡ith repeated measures.

å test for the l-fnearity of data provides a basis for

ââBessi.ng the analog nature of image-encodlng processes

ôÞêreti.ng in a mental rotatLon task, If the reactlon time

for the rnental- rotation of any or al-l stirnull increases in

â frêgular addÍtive nanner as orientation increases, then

thê internally rotated structures are analogous to the

Btruêture of real objects rotated in real spacer as the

Têâêtion tl-me for the visual perception of t'hiq real rota-

tian is also linear j.n nature. A test for the linearity of

âaha therefore reveals the spatial orlgin of inage encoding

ÊÉÐùêËures used bY subJects'
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TOP
FIELD

display
time
fixed
at 2.00
seconds

rotatlon
varf.ed^in
six 30"
Í.nere¡nents
from 3Q"
Èo 180"

BOTTOM
FIET.q

display
time
controlled
by
subjects

tEFT

I
I

I
Ief,t

pressing aPpropriate
Left/rieht buttõn tõ mãtcr¡ t,op field
sttrouluã vrith correct bottom stimulus
ln clocl$rise rotate.d position stops
timer, After lefÈ/right button is
pressed, card is changed and proeedure
repeated, r

RTGHT

right

Fig. ]. Forced-choice
tachistoscoPe
¡rrocedure "

2-field
experinnental
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Table 2

2x3x6 Factorial Ðesign for Independent Variables

Format Level

0utline

Solid

Ângu-
lation

3Oo

Orientation

9oo I rzoo 15oo 18oc



CHAPTER TV

.û,NAIYSIS 0F TIIE ÐATA; AND DISCUSSI0N

Restatement of the Pro-bf.g¡t

- The problen studled in this thesis concerns the

.J.¡terval-encodlng nechanlsms involved 1n mental inage roÈa-

tl.on tasks, Specifically Ít seeks to clartfy the most

.reeently held theoretical positlon that Lmage representa-

tlon processes are spatial j.n construct, and' analog to those

processes utilized when one visually records the rotatLon of

an obJect 1n real spaced

The actual spatlal nature of the internal image con-

struct was investigated by. subjects mentalJ-y rotatlng stim-

ull r¡hich were varied according to three known discrinin-

ants of visual percePtLon' If spatial/perceptual feaüures

are at the basis of mental inage encoding processesr then

reactlon tlme measures for the lnter'rral encoding and rota-

tion of these perceptually based stimuli would presumably

yle3-d clues to the structural nature of thls internal sPa-

lffr construct"

lvpe of Deta De-rived in Thls Studv
':'' . '- 

The data collected in this study are reaeüion times

(ln nllllseconds) for subJects nentally rotatlng six d1f,-

ferent stlmuli through six orientations fron 30o to 18Oo'

ThLs reactlon tlme data LE slgnlficant in the speclficatlon
61
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of mentaÌ image rotatlon mechanisms in tr¡o ways,

1) If vlsual menory rotatj-on üasks are analog to our

visual recognition of externally rotated objects, then

one couLd expect the data to indicate a steady and pro-

gressive increase in reaction ti¡ne for the íncreasÍng ori-
entation of any given mentally related stimulus. Such a

Linearity of reactlon tÍme data would reveal that, âs in

real space, time is a functlon of movement, 1.e., more

tlne passes as an object moves farther through space"

If the reaction time data is related linearly to
angLe of displacement, then it is highly suggestive that

the internal representation is spatial in construct in
that the encoded nLmagen does seem to pass through an

external-like trajectory. If, on the other hand, the data

does not reveal linearity for the mental rotation of a

given süinulus, then it can be inferred that digit'al or

other propositlonal processes are at the heari of, nental

lmage mechanisms. Hence the reeent theoretical position

of the iconl-c nature of image rotation processes must be

accounted, for in the weaknesses of the experimental design,

or dLscounted altogether.

2l If the reaction tine data is linear in nature and

hence indicatj-ve that mental inage raeehanisns are spatial

in eonstrucÈ, how can the structure of this constnrct be

furüher revealed from the data?
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Whenever a stÍmulus presentation 1s to be co¡¡mitted

to visual meraory, it is curyently believed (Neisser 19?31,

that cefrain distinctive features are isolaüed fronn the

pres€nüatíon and encod.ed," iohn Gsuld (L9?2), has sholün

thaÈ rotation time does not seem to be a funetion of stinnr-

luS coraplexity, Howeveru strict encoding measures and vastly

dlfferent stÍnul-us presentations were not evident in his

. experinentaL Procedure"

If presentation stimuli are sufficiently different

in perceptual as weLl as grapbic termsn Ít is inferred that

the reaetion time daÈa (ttre sum of the encoding and rotation

proeess) w111 reflect tbis conplexli;y through dífferent seÈs

of linear tlne data for the mental rotation of different

stlnull'
In acoustics, a pure tone is often buríed in a mul-

tiplÍ.city of other sounds" These extraneous sounds are

referred to as nnoj.se.n It is entlrely possible that a

gf.ven vjsual stimulus which is to be internally_ represented

suffers from graphic rlnoisern so to speak, such that the

dfstinctive feature nnust be pu3.Ied from its background'. If

eareful attention is pa5.d to sti¡¡uLus dlfferencesr lt shoul-d

be possíble that encoding features be more readily accessibl-e

f,or eneoding in certain stimulus presentations. Thfs resul-

tant shorter reactfon time set for any gÍven stimulus con-

flguration may be inferred âs Perbaps indicative as the
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structure of the encoded lconic construct"

Desien Features

The reactlon time data are mean scores of ffve trials
per subject at each of six rotated positions for six differ-
ent stimul-us conditions. This reaction tlrne neasure 1s a

result of subJects choosing one of two displays, one of

whlch coresponded to their internal orientation. If sub-

jects made the.wrong cholce 1n the forced-choice rnatching

üest, they þtere told an error had been nade. Error rate 1n

the resultant reactlon time data was h"I6lo,

Statistical Procedures

the reaction'tine data collected in this sÈudy were

subject to two statistical procedures, analysis of varÍance

and l-inear trend analysis:

1) Ttre 2x3x6 factorial deslgn repeated measures analysis

of varlance test v¡as carried out with the intentfon of

lnvestlgating the interaction effects of orientation and

stfnulus configuratlon. Such interaction will presumably

yield tnfornation on the internally represented form of

visual Eemory, and hence provlde clues to the structural

nature of such proeesses"

2l Linear trend analysis provided a basis for assessing

the anaLog nature of image encoding processes operatLon in
mental rotation tasks by revealing whether or not this

lnternal analog 1s spatial in construct"
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.ånalvsis of Variance

l{aln Jaffects, The Source Table (raufe 3 ) for the 2x3x6

repeated measures analysis of variance reveaLe<i:

sienificant main effects for stimulus format.
(FT2,8) : 23.1+t p( .001),
slenificant maln effects for stimulus leveI"
(FTI,Ç) :37.7, p (.001).
simlficant main effects for oríentation.' (FI5,45) :4.2, p(.001).

The analysis of variance procedure revealed very significant

differenees for eacb of the rnain effects. trtlhaü do these main

effects mean in terms of mental encoding and rotation processes?

Símply, the maín effect which revealed the greatest amount of

variance (ful-1/broken-ness) did, it can be inferred, exert the

greatest differential in mental encoding and rotation tirne"

The inplication of this effect is quite cLear" One should

expect to find different slopes of reaction time withln the

stinulus level condition, because that level full/broken-ness

exerted the greatest variance in the RT measure. Ïf this indeed

is sor then the main effect of stimulus level might be considered

to be an important attrlbute of the encoding construct of a

mentaL fmage. 
-

Other lmportant differenees beyond this critical one can

be specified from the main effects through the derivation of the

mean soores of these effects as shown in Table 4.

Fron TabLe l+, l'¡ithin the main effect of stimulus format, the

largest dlfference Ín response time appeared in the stimulus which

accented angulation. This difference was an increase in .96

seconds for response time for mental rotation over the stimu-

lus which acc.ented outline as a possible spatial encodlng
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Table 4

Means of Main Effects

Ifain Effects

Stlmulus format

]. Outline

2. Solld

3" ÂngulatÍon

Stimulus Level:

1. Full
2, Broken-ness

Orientation

L, 300

2. óOo

3. goo

[. LzOo

5. 1500

6. r8oo

Xi:'+

X4 =a

*3

Full/Broken-ness

x1 !=
l-

*z

Xr=
.r-=

5.

L "79
L"62

2 "75

"7O

1' 1I+5

L.92

1.91

2 "O3

?.?3

2.O8

2 'l+6

*ft should be noted. that the'was done arÍthmeticaI1y. A

resulted ul¡rough the use of

*j

r,,

î¡

x5

forrnat, and a 1"L3 sec, increase over a stinulus which

accented a solid shape as the structural mechanism of

representation and lnterval rotation.

derivation of these mean scores
more precise measure would have
a multiple comParisons test.
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0f the stimulus level, level 2, ..,brokenness,

revealed the greaËest increase in reaction tlme for nental

rotation. Presumably it took .4/,+5 sec" longer to mentally

rotate this stimulus condition than it did to rotate a

st'i¡nulus which was not dlvided in any way from lts nfulln

graphic description.

The nain effect of orientation revealed that the

angular displacement of 1800 resulted in the greatest &vêr-

age lncrease of response time for nental rotation over other

specifie positions of angular dfsplacement. 0n average,

there was e .51+ see. inerease in response tine for mental

rotation of a stimulus from a 3Oo to a 18Oo angular dis-
pLacement. Tbough response tlme for mental rotation did

lncrease as the position of angular dispJ-acement increasedn

this increase was not regular,
How are these specífic differences in the means of the

nal-n ef'fects to be interpreted; and, how are these results to
be viewed against the response Ëime data which ls subjected

to further statistical proced.uresr.such as a test for lin-
earity, and interaction effects of an analysis of vaniance?

Fro¡n the means table (taU1e lr), it is apparent that
the greatest increase 1n response time for mental rotation
occurs in the stinulus format of angulation, In terns of
the lnternal representation mechanism, it can be inferred
that this stinulus format presents the greateet difficulty
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for subJects to encode and mentally rotate. SlmiLarly,

the stimulus level nbroken-nessrr revealed the greatest

Íncrease in response time because it too presumably pre-

sented the greatest visual arnbíguity from which an internal

representation eust be taken. Had the angulation and

broken stirnulus conditions been encoded as presented, lt

can be inferred that there would be less difference from

the mean response times ci'"ed for the rotation of the other

stinulus condítions"

One oüher possÍbillty 1s that the lnüernal, represen-

tation of these two stimulus conditions diÈ oceur as pre-

sented. Yet this particular inter:ta1 construet was such

that a slower nental rotation speed was necessary in order

to prevent nlossn of the .o.r"a"oct v¡hile mental rotation was

in progress. If thfs second assurnption were truer one

could expect a dlr"ferent, slope for the fult/broken inter-

actLon of response time for mental rotatÍon, with oríenta-

tion for these tvyo stimulus conditions. The results of

the interaction effects in the analysis of varlance pro-

cedure, âs well as a linear trend ana}ysÍs, do notcategor-

icall-y uphold this viev{.

Interaction Effects of SpeciaL Ïnterest

0f particular interest in this study are the lnter-

action effects of the stimulus conditlons (fornat and leve1)

wtth orientation. The interaction of stimulus for¡raü and
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orientation revealed an F-value of .60 at the "8l-2 level

of significance. Clearly, the level of significance of

such interaction is well above the .05 leve1 which would be

meaníngfu3- in this study" Therefore, the format of those

stinuli which accented the perceptual feature of outline,

solid-ness, and angulation asserted 4g special role in

affecting response Limes in a mental rotation task.

The conputed F value for the lnteraction of the stin-
ulus level (fu1L,/¡roken-ness) with orientatlon was given in

Table 3 as 2"2O at, the.O"07 Ievel of significarlC€. For the

purposes of this studyo ihÍs interaction effect is well

above the acceptable 0"05 l-evel of signlflcance and is,
therefore, an interaction which Ís not sÍgniflcant. How-

ever, at the O"O7 level this interaction is showing an

fnteractive effect whích might be inflated due to the large

degree of hÍdden varíance revealed in the stimulus con-

dftions themselves.

How ean thls lnteraction effect, whieh 1s approaching

significance, be specifled such that the degree'of interaction

be uTore readiS-y observed?

A graphical depiction of the interaction of nfull/

broken-nessn and orÍentation was found by first fÍnding

the mean BT (reaction time) score for every point of ori-
entation for one stimuLus designationo say fullnessr âs it
occurred in all three stimulus formats (ltne, form, angle)"
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This mean RT score was then plotted for each of the

orientation positÍons and the line joined. The same

procedure was followed for the Ìtbroken-nessn stimulus

level, and plotted. Figure 4 reveals the results of

this lnteraction.

Reac -
tion
times
in "1
8êC c

1"4
L.3
1.2
1.1
1"0

"g
.8
.l
.6
.5
.Il

..3
.2

'laÀ

o.o
6oo

Orientation

broken-
ness leve1

\----

fuLl-ness
1evel

1200 15oo 18oo
300 goo

Fig" l+, Interaetion plot of stlmulus- Ievel with orientation

t¡Ihat we are interested in through thls figural depi.c-

tLon of st,innulus level- with orientatíon, is the depiction
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of different slopes for the tt¡u11-¡ssstt and nbroken-nessn

stimulus leve1s, Dlfferent slopes for each ievel- vrould be

indicative of a difference in reaction time for the inter-

nal representation and rotation of ttfulltt stirnulus formats

(Iine, solid, angulatlon) over trbrokentl stl¡nulus formats'

Figure t+ does clearly suggest two dlfferent slopes

for each of these two stÍmu1us levels, ãi l-east to the

12Oo orientati'on. Beyond this orientati-on, i'he clarity

of the separate slopes is lost, though a strange parallel

reduction of RT occurs at the L5Oo and tSOo orientatlon

positions for both slopes. Hence the degree of interaction

is seemingly more readily cl-arified by Ffgure 4. However,

the interaction is not statistically significant, and though

it presents some interesting highllghts for further analysis'

it nust be coneluded that neither the full nor broken

variants of the stinulus formats of line, solidnessr and

angularity d.irectly affect the response tirne for mental

rotaticn¡ '

Yet the probl-em still persists ! Sub jects are

obviously encoding and rotating a reported graphíc or spatial

internal construct. Thus far we have failed to validate
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that a variance in stimulus presentations accordÍng to

conmon visual díscriminants of outllne, solidness, and

angulation have anything to do with the internaLly repre-

sented and rotated schema. That thls schema is iconic 1n

nature is lnferred by a llnear trend analysis.

Linear Trend Analvsis

The lfnearity of reaction time for nental rota*r'ion

data is ind.icative of the analog processes of robation in

visual memoïTr, Linear reaction tine data is highLy sugges-

tlve of the iconic nature of image encoding mechanismst

or at least lndicative of simil-ar proeesses operatlng 1n

visual memorT when one records the external rotation of

an obJect via the human fpveal systen' The computations

and results of the linear trend analysis are given in

Tab1es I through 10.

In sumnary, the l-Lnear trend analyses revealed that

only two of the six stlmulus conditions (fuII soLid and

broken, solid) showed any clear linearity of reaction tlne

for mental rotatlon" The presentation fornats of the other

stimulus conditions when subjected to mental rotation were

prBswüably sufficiently ambiguous so as to prevent linear-

Ity'
In all, the data f,rom this experimental design süP-

ported the two null hypothesis" That is'

1) there was Eg significant difference in the mean sets
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. TABLE 5

Computational Mei;hods Used in_Testing
Linearlty of Trend: Ful-I Line

Stimulus Condition

Orientation Positions in Ðegrees
Sum

Orien-
tatlon

3o 60 9o 120 150 180

Mean RT ts
for FuLl
Line Orien-
tation
( l-0 Sub jects )

15 "9 1ó, g \5 ,6 j.6.6 17 "6 22,! t.OI+.7

Linear
Coefficients -5 -3 -1 I 3 Ã

C oeffic ients
.v

R̂T
-79,5 -)Vo I -r5 .6 L6 "6 52.8 110.5 34"1

Sum squares for fuLl line =

Mean squares for fuLl line

= 1162.81 : 1,ó6-TÕõ'_euJ)2*7õõ-

= 104.7 1O¿+.?12 :'LOU"? - 182.7 =

-?8 - 1.44

F Batío L"66 = I"L52s¡-i-trL.4t*

Tabled value of F for linearity at "O5 leve1 of significance is l+.08'

æ -_
!..

o

ø o mental robation with fuIl line stinulus configuraþion is
fiofi-l1near o

54
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TABLE 6

Conputatíonal- Methods Used 1n Testing
tinearity of Trend: Broken Line

Stimulus Condition

0rientatíon Positions in Degrees
Sum

0rien-
tation

3o 60 90 120 150 r80

Mean RTls
for broken
Line orienta-
tion
(10 subiects )

!7 "2 lb,6 l6.7 20 "o 19.0 2r "3 108,8

Linear
C oefficients -5 -3 -1 I 5

Coefficlents
v

R̂T
-86.0 -l+3 "8 -16 "7 20" 0 57

[,0u. 

, 37.O

sum squares for broken line : (27.0)2 = t483= 1"96

a
Mean squares for broken line:108"8 - (108.8)'= 108.0 L97"29 =---î-.

-88,49 = 1.64

o o mental rotation with broken line stinulus configuration 1s
non-Iinear'

F Ratlo : 1o96 = L"Lgj
Ï:6r

Tabled value of F for linearity at ,O5 level of significance is l+.08"
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TÂBLE 7

Conputational Methods Used in Testlng
Linearity of Trend: FuIl Solld

Orientation PosiÈions 1n Degrees
Sum

0ríen-
tation

)o 60 90 L20 150 180

Mean RTrs
for full
form orien-
tation
(10 subiects )

LOï "6

Linear
C oefflc ients -5 -3 -1 I ) 5

Coefficients
x
RT

65 "5 -1+3.8 -L6,5 17 .r 55.8 118. 5 65 "6

sum squares for ruIl form = triáu|r'= u.?ðuåu : 6.L5

o

Mean squares for full form = LA3.6 - (103.6)" : LO3.6 - 178.88:%r
F Ratlo : 6.!5 = l+"42

T:F
Tabred value of F for linearity at .oj lever of significanee is 4'08.

o'o mental orientatj-on wlth fuIl form stinulus configuration 1s

lineare '
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TABLE 8

Computat ional I'íethods
Linearity of Trend:

Used in Testing
Broken Solld

Orientatíon Posítlons in Degrees
Sum

Orien-
tation

3o 60 90 120 150 180

Mean RT f s
for broken
form orlen-
tation
(10 subjects )

L7.5 18.0 L7 .9 19.0 20,5 ?o.3 l.J'3 "2

Linear
C oefficients -5 -3 -1 I ) )

Coefficients
x
RT

-t7.j -5h 17 .9 19. o 6L.5 101. 5 91" I

Sun squares for broken form =

Mean squeres for broken form = 113 n2 :

' 8299.2L = 11.86--rõÕ-
(11?.2)2 = l!7.2 - 2L3.5? =--6r-

5b

-lOO.37 = 1.86

F Ratio = = 6.38

Tabl-ed value of F for linearity at

o , mental orientation wlth broken
is linear"

"O5 level of significance is 4.08"

form stimulus configuration
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TABTE g

Cornputat ional Methods
Linearity of Trend:

Used in Testíng
FuII Angle

Orientation Positions ín Degrees
Sun:

0rien-
tatlon

30 60 90 120 160 180

IvÏean RT Îs
for full-
angLe orien-
tation
(10 subjects )

L5.7 1/+. I 15 "6 L6 "7 L6.7 22.3 101, I

tÍnear
Coefficients -5 -3 -1 I 3 5

C oefficÍents
x
R1

-78.5 -l+l+ ' 4 a)'o L6 "7 50 "L 111-.5 | 39.8

Sum squares for full angle = (?9..8)2 = !5-€4-.Q4 = 2.26
-70õ- -arr

Mean squares for full angle = 101.8 - (10+.S)2 = 10I.S !7?.72:u'Õ-
-7O.92 = 1.31

F Ratio : = 1.73

Tabled value of F for linearity at .05 level of significance is ll'08'

" 
'. orÍentatlon with fulI angle stimulus configuration is non-

linear"
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T¡,BI,E 10

Computational Methods Used in
Linearity of Trend: Broken

Testlqg
Angle *

Orientation Posit,Íons ín Degrees Sum
0rfen*
tation

3a ó0 90 L20 160 180

Mean RT ts
for broken
angJ.e orien-
tation
( 10 subjects )

39 "2 35 "7 l+6.6 l+0"ó 45 "L 39 "3 246.5

Linear
c oefficients "5 -3 -1 1 ? Ã

C oefficlents
x
RT

-Lg6 -ra7 "7 -46 ,6 l+O "6 L35.3 Lg6 .5 44. (

Sun squares for broken angle : = 0"71*

: 246"5 - L01?.7O :Mean squares for broken angle : 246"5

766"2 = Ll+"L9

F Ratio = O"O5?

Tabl-ed value of F for linearity at ,O5 level of significanee
0

ø 6 srlentation wíth broken angl-e stímulus configuration is
non-1inear.

-Test for Linearíty of Trend from Roger E. Kirkr. Exggr:LlqeJ¡tal
DesÀgq Proc edures- fo-r the-Beha¡¿ioraf Sciences ( eAññ-TfrõG
ruÞIl-snlng, LYoY I ¡ p. L¿v "

5t+

is 4"08.
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of reaction time for six dffferent stlmulus conditions

undergoing mental rotation;
2l in a test for Linearity, the mean reaction time for

nental rotation will be less than the given F value. Hence

the mean r-¡ill not be significant and the reaction time pro-

gression ïras not linear o

Yet, as revealed previouslT, the rejection of the

null hypotiieses was not consistentn nor was it enbirely

conclusive. The linearity of the fulI and broken solid

stimulus conditions upholds Shepardts llçlt; 1973) research

that mental rotation tasks are effected by an encodÍng sys-

tem which is spatial in its construct' Further, though

the stimulus leveI with orientation interaction was not

statisticall¡r significant, it did graphical-ly reveal a

difference Ín slopes for the Itfulltt and tlbrokenn stinulus

conditions" Though this dlfference in slope for the two

conditions was not entirely paralIel or consistent through-

out all orientation, it does bear some discussion in the light

of the inconclusive data presented in this study.

Hov¡ then might these two curious anomal-ies 1n the data

be interpreted? And what do these inconclusive results.

Eean, both in ter¡ns of this experinental design and in terms

of current mental rotation theory?

Interpre_tation of Sor¡e Anomalous Resultg

FuII and broken solid stimulus cond.itions showed a
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clear linearity of reaction tlme for increased rotation,
Ifhy should this linearlty appear in this stlnulus forrnat

and not 1n others?

Subjects revealed in a post-test questionnaire that

they found the recognition of rsol-idn stirouli far easier

to nrememberil and nrotaten than other stimulus conditions.

One subject reported the broken angle stimulus eondition

beyond the 30o orÍentation as completely unrecognizable.

Clearly, isolation of a feature in a mentaL encoding and

rotation task is due to the anbiguity threshold of a par-

ticular stimulus. It seems that stimuli whfch present to

the subject the least amount of visual ambiguity (lines,

eorners, edges, pieces, etc'" ) are readlly represented" A

soJ-idly depÍcted stimulus presents very litt1e choice in

terms of encoding possibllittes other than its holistic
depiction. Perhaps the noËion of nno choicett is important

in visual encodlng. lVhere stimulus presentations perrnit a

varieüy of edges, corners and outlines which might be

featured, this very variety rnitigates agalnst the memory

of a feature which must be nheldn during rotation' Ït Ís

possible therefore, that mental image encod,ing mechanisms

are not feature-analytic ín nature. The encoding feature

nray be eIX depiction which presents the least posslble sPa-

tiaL amblguity'

An obvious but unproved lnterpretation of the lin-
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earity of the solid stimulus conditions reactlon tlme is
that solldness íg a feature of image encoding which is
utilized more often than other presentatÍon fôrmais. Though

visually, wê schematize Ímages by the utilization of out-
line drawings, it is a distinct possibility that iruage-

encoding rnechanisms utilize actual sol-id spatial structural
representation mechanisms. Allport (1928) , recorded sub-

jects noting solid visual memory dísplays in after-image

experirnents, þurther support of the use of this structural
format is mentioned by lvicKinney & Hebb (L953), whose sub-

Jects also reported ttsolidtt areas of visuaL loss in an

experimental design which stopped saccadec eye movement

and effected inage fosso

At Least these early introspective reports do point

to the need for further empirical research on the distinc-
tive encoding property of fu11y defined shapesr ås opposed

to l-ess clearly defined stimulus conditions.

Though in Figure 4, Do exact differentiation of separ-

ate sl.opes was depicted, there r,ras s.trong graphit evidence

of the beginnings of such slopes. This, it can be assumed,

is lndicative of different encoding times for the two coll-

ditions of the siimulus level, This differentiation of the

two slopes is however lost at the 15oo and 1800 positions of
orientation,

Why should this be so? The fact that the reductlon of
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reaction time for both fuIl and broken conditlons at the 15Oo

orientation can be assumed to be due to an embedded feature

of each stimulus condltion assumfng prinacy at this orienta-

tion, Obviously, the whole figure seems not to be rotated

to this orientation. I.nlhat may be occuring is that a rrparts-

analyslslt is overriding the initial presented Gestalt such

that the angular displacement of the stinulus is sped up

through the ftlossll of other unnecessary features.

The graph aLso reveals that the stimulus condition of

broken-ness took longer to encode and rotate than the fuII-

ness condition, Again, the vÍsua1 ambiguity of the broken

stimulus cond.itions would suggest that a sorting procedure

raay be belng used until an acceptable encoding pattern or

representation is derived from the amblguous presentation'

The reduced. slope of the nfullnesstt conditions can be assumed

to be due to the lesser amount of presented ambiguity of

such figures. Hence an encoding format is more quÍckly

pulled this condition.

Though this is entirely speculative, the äpparent

difference in the slope con<iitions of Figure lr' does suggest

that the encod,ing and rotating representation of an inage

j.n memoriy d.oes seem to be affected by the configuration of

the presented test stimulus. The problem of reducing the

presentation lmage to the encoded representation still

remains undone.
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Thoughthlsspeculativeconsiderationisinno
way meant to override the statistics revealed in this

study, it does point to weaknesses in the design which

could account for the only marginal-ly positive data'

Vüeaknesses in the StudY

The interpretations above pointed to weaknesses not

only in the statistica3- procedures used in thls study but

also in the nature of design procedure itself" ÀI1 of

these weaknesses could presumably affect the nature of, the

response time data which was coLlected" lüeaknesses occurred

l-n: L) the tac.histoscope presentation procedure; ?) the

depictÍon of the presentation stimuli; and 3) the initial-

grouping of response times for the tachistoscope trials

into mean scores. These criticisms are dealt with more

specificallY as folLows:

Previous studies (Cooper, l-975) revealed that a

mental' rotation task consisted. of two d'lstincÈ'lnternal

mechanisns, the encoding of a stinulus, and tbe separate

rotation of that encoded, nlmage.n 0ther studies (cooper,

Ln-) nrade accommod.ation for these separate mechanisms

by utílizing distinct response tlme measures" This study

utilized on3-y one measure of response tj-me as being ade-

quate in accounting for encoding and rotation tasks.

resentation
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Thedifficultyíntheuseofonlyonemeasureof
response time for two disbinct mental processes is such

tbat a feature search of a stinrulus which is readily avail-

able in one stimulus presentation may not be availabLe at

al-I in another stimulus presentation. Thus before a change

l.nfeatureprocessesmechanismcouldtakeplace,search

tine for known feaÈures apparent in other stimulus displays

Ls being recorded.

Inthepost-testquestionnaÍre,subjectsdidreporf
a search procedure in new stimulus.dlsplays for isolated

parts nrememberedrr from pre-lious displays ' Ðue to the

ehanging naÈure of the stlmulus presentations, these ü€In-

ory feature searches were often fruj-tless and used up time

before a nev¡ feature extraction process Ìvas activated"

Hence, the one recorded reaction time measure could hypobhet-

f'callybeacombínationoftwocompletelyisolatedand
higbly inord'inate internal encoding tíme tasks'

A more serious weakness of the one response tfne

measure tay in the forced-choice task which wag to record

not only the response time for the angular displacement of

an internally rotated iraage, but also the ncorrectnessn of

that dispS-aced lnternal rePresentationô

Subjectswerepresentedafteraninitialpresenta-
tion tine for a partlcular stirnulus, with a lower field

tachistoscope display of two rotated imagesr one a mirror
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inage of the other" 0n1y one of these two lower field dis-

plays was the ttcorrectn rotated, version of the initially

presented test stimulus. Presented with two- displays sínul-

taneously, it is possible that subjects could compare a

given display with the interrrally rotated nimagern reject

it as being $trong, and. then proceed to rnatch and confirm the

other display as being the ncorrectn rotated form.

Ilowever, it is also possibl-e that subjects coul-d be

ncorrectn in tt¡eir firsb choice of any one of the two l0wer

ii"fa displays. Such ambiguities of a 1) search and accept,

and Z') search--reject + search again and accept--procedure

could conceivably distort all response time data from any

semblance of linearity at all.
rn order to eliminate the possibil-ity of a double

choice and, hence a two-search response time measure, it

would be necessary to utÍlize only those response times

whlch indicated correct matches in glg teft or right choice'

However, though this weakness is an ímportant oner there

is evidence in the recorded error times that this dual-

choice problen was not overly responsible for distorting

response times collected in thie study'

Subjects pressed the appropriate left/ríght butüon

which stopped a digital timer. This recorded on which

slde of the lower field display bhelr cholce was presented.

If subJects chose an incorrect llmirror?t image as simiLar
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to the internally rotated Ímage in that orlentatÍon, they

were inmediately told that an ERROR had been made"

Overall error rate for l-80 trlals by ten subjects

was Ir.L6f". Response tine for ncomectrt matches of inter-

nal orientation with the externally rotated stimulus ranged

from 0,668 sec. at 3Oo orientatíon to 3-OO sec. at 18Oo

orientation. The response tine for ERRORS was significantly

higher than for correct choices. A sampling of the'ERRORS

record,ed for the rotation of the reported most dÍfflcult

anguS-ation stimull revealed an error response ti¡ne of 2"1+lb

for a JOo orÍentation, and an error response time of 5"012

sec" for an incorrectly chosen match of a rotated stimulus

at L8Oo.

Given that this error level wasrin all cases, far

above the response time recorded for correct matches, it

can be assuned that the dual search procedure vtas carried

on only in those responses which were designated as Error.

Those response times which showed an inordinate increase

of response time which could þe indicative of à dual search

process, though being ncomectn choices, were counted and

treated as error. Even theSe excessiver though rfcorrectr

response times stllI only raised the overall error rate

in thls study to 6,9I/o'

Therefore though the forced-choice lower fleld

display could readlly distort the response tirne data, it
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seeñed not to do so i.nordinately in this particular study'

2) The Presqnlation Ferqat- of the Stipul-í

The configuration of the test stimulus in the forced-

eholee, two-fiel-d tachistoscope Procedure always appeared

at Oo orientation. The consistent orientatíon of a test

stimulus alLowed subiects to disregard the presentation

feature of a new test stirnulus, in favour of an lnterrial

representation of a prevÍ-ous stimulus stored in short term

memory. In two casesn the post-test questionnaire revealed

that subjects remembered features fron prevlous stinuli in

order to encod,e and rotate a Itpresentn stimulus configura-

tion, In one case, a subieet reported utilizing features

not designed for an exper"imental stirnulus at all"

3 ) Sample Size

The snall sample size (ten subjects), and the use of

a mean score for the five subJect trials introduced an error

factor in the design procedure. Though subject error was

recorded at 4"L6/', the error score was stil-I uÞil-ízed in

the cOmputation of a nean score" Hence, the mean Score was

not A strictJ.y acctlrate measure of the correct reaction

time for the mental rotatlon of a given stimulus"

In spite of these r*eaknesses of t,he desígn, data

rmr€ recorded. which conflrmed a Linear time functlon for

mentaL rotation in one stlmulus condition. The post*test
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questionnaire revealed, that the other two stimulus condi-

tlons were higþIy ambiguous visually. Hence, it ís CorI-

cluded that ühe subt]-ety of the presentation stlmuli in two

of three cases was not subtle enough perceptually to iso-

late singular features v¡hlch could. have been lnternally

represented in a mental rotation task'

Data was recorded which reveaLed a possible inter-

action between nfulln and, nbrokentt stÍmulus levels with

orientation, 1f the Speculated, perceptual ncross-oV€rtl

phenomenon were removed. I{orrlever, it must be accepted that

this study did not clearly reveal any statistical support

for the full/broken-ness sbimulus distinctions as having a

direct effect on response time for mental roüation.

The analog nature of image rotation tasks was again

supported by this design only marglnally. No clear indica-

tlon of a proportionate increase in reactlon time for

tncreased, mental rotation of a given set of sti¡nu}í was

found. Henee the varlous stimulus conditions presented in

this thesis were not encoded as presented' Lirrearity was

recorded only in one of thtsee stimulus condftions'

However slight, the inconsistency of the data

revealed, in this experimental design cannot entirely dis-

prove the analogical understanding of imaglng processes'

with Linited success, as revealed earlier in this chaptert

the spatial encoding organizational mechanism for mental"
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fnnagery is upheld" It ís the belief of this writer that

Lf some of the weaknesses cited earlier in this chapter

for this study were removed in further experimental pro-

cedures, da',a much more conslstent to thls theoretical
position could be achieved. Further implicatÍons of the

results of this data for cument image rotation theory are

considered in the next chapter.



CHAPTER V

DTSCÛSSTON .AND CONCLUSTONS

Overview of Studv agd ReÞultq
' The purpose of this study was to verify empirically

something of the structural nature of visual memory.

Introspective reports on mental inagery likened it to a

process of nseeing vrith the mindrs eye.n Our subjective

experience of mental images has been compared to wax tab-
letso painted portraits, photographs, and even internal
motion pietures--complete with living colourl Just as a
photograph or a motion pícture Ís ltself a representation

of reality, so too mental images were consldered. internal
reproductions, passively recorded upon onets internal
memorT trace. This subjective, metaphorical understandíng

of mental imagery dovrngraded the role ofimaging as a func-

tional mechanism of mind, and created within our everyday

language system, a way of talking about visual.memory which

made the metaphor assume a literal interpretation.
Recent researchr âs well as that obtained by this

study, found the metaphorÍcal idea that images are picture-
like reproductionsr às inappropriate" Instead, the resul-ts

of thls and earlier stud.ies vievl mentaL lnagery as an

actlve, dynaníc process, much like perceptual-motor activ-

9L
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!ty" Further, some of the properties of this dynamic Pro-

cess were inferred from objective perforrnance in an inage

rotation task, rather than from introspection"

Subjects !ùere presented with six variations of a

standard shaped stimulus, which had been varied accou'{iing

-to three known features of visual perception--namely, an

outline forrcat, a nsolj-dil format, and a forrqat in which

only corners (a.ngles) were featured" These three presenta*

tion formats were further reduced into incomplete versions

of the standard presentation stirmrlin such that sr.lbjects

were presented with a totaL of six stimulus conditions"

Upon presentatÍon of the separate stímulf, subjects

were asked to mentally rotate them to known positions of

orientation" Reaction times for encoding and rotation of

atr-l presented stimuli ldere recorded by way of a forced

choice test" The designation of the correct nchoícetï format

lcith the mental-ly rotated stj-mulus of the sane orientation

stopped a digítal tímer.

It was predicted that different presentation stimuli

would present different encoding features to the subject

and hence result in various reaction times for mental

representation and rotation' Such differences could be

used aS clues to the actual structural nature of the mental-

{mage rotation mechanism. It v¡as furbher predieted that

reaction üimes would, increase linearly as a function of the



nunber of degrees of mental rotation'

Such predictions were based on the

were analogÍ-ca1 representati-ons of

93

theory that mental

perceptual infor-
i.mages

mation'

Summ?rv -of Emereent Trends

1]lre results of the data upheld the analog representa-

tiontheoryofmentalimageryonlyrnarginally"Allpre-
sented stimulus conditions did, not result in linear reaction

times for mental rotation. However, those stinuli that did

Rot, were felt to be poor' 1l1-defined stimulus conditlons

which kfere diffícul-t to encode, and even more difflcult to

rotate through an lnternal trajectory'

lthe assumptlon that the encod,ing feature of mental

lmage manipulatÍOn tasks such as rotation, vlere Perceptual

1n origin was not supported by this study. It was clear,

however, from a graphic extrapolatlon of recorded signlfi-

cance levels of complete (fu11), and incornplete (broken),

stimulus conditions that the presentation fornat of a given

stimulus which is to be represented internally, is a

definite attribute of that internalization' However, the

degree of conparison between erLernal etimulus presentatlont

and internal code was not specifiedô

Mental irnagery, then, utilizes encoding and trans-

formatl0nal nechanisms which are distlnct f,rom rnechanisms

utilfzed by language or the manipulation of numbers' The
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linear data, even though not consistent throughout alL

mentaL rotatÍons involved in thls studyr supports the idea

that mental images are spatial 1n origin. The questions

aS to the specifíc structural format of the internal- spa-

tial organization of mental images and their determinant

features still remain unanswered.

Impl,fcagions Ín the Data for Inage Rotatign Theorv

Mental rotation theory as advanced by Shepard, L97I,

1973, and Cooper, 1975 suggests that the internal repre-

sentatlon underlying the execution of mental rotatj.on tasks

was structurally analogous to the operatÍons of the foveal

system when one rotated an image externally"

fn arguing for ühls analog theory, Shepard clairned'

that their reaction time experiments revealed that it was

not the difference between the tvro lmages (internal and

test shape) which d.etermined reaction tÍme; rather, 1t was

the time required for the subject to menbal-J-y rotate a

given ,spatially encoded image through a particllar trajec-

tory to sorne inner orientation. Shepard concluded that the

llnearity of reaction time data pointed to this internal

spatlal eongtrrrct which like its externally rotated coun-

terpar-t increased in response time as orientatlon j-ncreased.

Obher processes, such as a feature comparison theory, would

not, Shepard believed, yield data which increased linearly

as ühe internal angle of displacement lncreased,
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This study did, I feel, uphold Shepardrs hypothesis,

though it did not uphold it cat,egorically. Linear reactj.on

time data was found to exist for two of six stimuli which

rÍere mentaLly rotated" The failure of other stimuli to
yteLd simÍIar l-inear data was fel-t to be largely a faul-t

of the experírnental design .

OÈher than a speculative hunchr Do real cl-ue as to

tbe spatial eonstrrrct of these internally rotated lmages

was found,

SuggggUions for _Lurth st-:l!4tdy

If the baeic encoding mechanisms of vlsual memory

are spatÍal ín origin as evident through this st'udy, how

can this spatial representational system be specifled?

More inporüantll, are the determinants of this internal

organization perceptual in orÍgin? Tnat is, does mental

f.mage encoding and, transfornation mechanisms utiLize fea-

tures whlch are recognized as basic to the recognition of

onels environment foveally?

The presentation of stimuli to be mentatty rotatea

by subjects must be very carefully delineated' The simple

Lsolation of a perceptual feature such as rroutl-inen

(occluding edge) or nangulationn (cornerr ol'landmark

f,eature) r,¡hich is to be encod,ed. for mental rotation is

Íneffectual since one has gg way of knowing if embedded

unknown features are being internally representedr or
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¡uhether indeed utilized by encoding mechanisms of visual

memory at all. A better way of getting at the root of the

strlctural nature of mental irnagery processes night be to

utilize stimuli that are varied, not by the distinct iso-

lation of visual percepts, but stimuli which utilize per-

ceptual nthreshold phenomenan as the basis for their dis-

tlnctiveness.
If images fade from short tert memory in an ordered

fashion, as Hebb has shown, and if recognition thresholds

for photographs can be specified by the amount of contrast

a given photograph contains (Harnron, 1973) o then the

dLstlnctive features of mental imagery might be specified

more readily through the use of presentation stinuli which

are ngradedn in their recognizability. Such rrÈhreshold

stimulj.r would clearly remove embedded features that other-

wise could contaminate a given presentation stimulus dis-

play.

A different way of approaching the problem of the

structural nature of mental imagery roight be fionr the more

recent expression of the organizational distinction found

ln informati.on processi.ng approaches to perception and

memory. Neisser (L967), and Paivio (1971), have defined

two processing models, that is, parallel and serial pro-

cessing, and the subdivisions of these into spatially
parallel, operationally paraIlel, serial, and sequential
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processing. systems.

The definÍng property of spatially-paralle1 pro-

cessing is si¡nuLtaneity of funcbioning. The visual system

is an example in that sirnultaneously given information can

be processed over a broad, area of the retina, Similarly
'ln visual memory, in a description of , sâIr a living roo¡n

from memory, the information carried by the imagery system

Ís assumed to be simultaneously available for processing,

though of course the verbal descriptlon of that memory

iraage would be sequential in its delÍvery.

Ït nlght be possible to presenÈ to subjects, instead

of the one stínulus fornat, a whole array of stimulus con-

ditions simultaneously, ïf these nlarge scalert stimuli
presented to subJects for encoding into visual memory were

nscaledn or Itrangedr in terms of specific visual features,

those large scale dísplays which were most easily remembered

from a stack of such presentatlons míght provÍde clues as

to the structural unit utilized in visual memory.

Concl-ubions and I¡nplications for Education

Mental imagery is a distinct mechanism of mind.

Though as yet, the specification of 1ts structural nature

other than spatial or quasl-perceptual in orígin is unknown,

mental lmagery encoding and transforroation mechanisms are

characterized by: remarkable speed (milliseconds for rota-
tion), accuracy (less l-han 5f" error in sone 360 difficult
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and eonfusing natching tests ) ' and great flexibíI1ty (rota-

tion) "

ApparentlT, mental- images can be encoded quickly

into synchronously-organized integrated spatlal compounds

that function somehow as units in memory. Moreoverr these

spatial layouts can be retrieved by other modallties, such

as language'

It ls known (t'ltller ]-957l', that groups of words câD-

not be so easily integrated into memory. Further, words

are eneoded into linear informational structures and are

subject to the sequential constraints of syntax upon

retrieval.
While it is too earlY to make

the d,istinctive features of imaginal

formational- mechanisms, it is clear

a powerful and dynamic mechanism of
l¡tlhy then have educators been slow to incorporate

the use of this mental activity into school curricula?

The answer lies more in an outdated theory of J-earning

which prevails in education than in teachers t ignorance of

the concept of sPatial abilitY.
In 1951, Barakat began a series of experiments l-n

English public schools whfch recorded that a nspabial

factorn was utilized by adolescents who exhibited pro-

ficiency in algebraic and geometric abilitles' Barakat

clear statements about

encoding and trans-

that mental imagerY is

mind.
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also found that at purely nechanical- arithmetic problems,

those students who reported poor imaginal processes, usually

did betber"

Blout .197]-), replicated educational research of the

L95OBs which Linked reading difficulty Ín young chlldren to

their inabil-ity to encode spatial (graphic ) synbols as

presented in alphabets, Blout went fur-ther and revealed

that the order of teaching concepts to young children was

performed wíth litt1e attention to Ëhe spatial ability found

in these sane children. He proposed that nap readfng (i.e.,

spatial recognition abillt,y) should preeede reading instpüc-

tion" Presenting a child with a multi-dfmensional set of

symboJ-s so readil-y adaptable to his spatÍal system would,

Blout believedo provide a basls for bhe childfs learning a
set of very complex, linearly ordered symbols, which is the

alphabet,

Given this educatlonal research, why should teachers

sti}l largely neglect a chlldrs spatfal ability? Simply

because visual percept,lon is considered by most educators

a proeess not as rigorous as cognition, and hence not as

inportant a learning tooL to be included in the sehoolsg

eurrieula,
Most educators see perception as an activity of the

senses, CognÍtlon, accor:iing to the o1d paradigrn, begins

where the work of the senses ends. Ïet this study has shown
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that such operations as selection, simplification, abstrac-

tion, comparison, synthesis, and putting into context' are

not the sole domaíris of concept formation, but the actÍve

ingred,ients of perceptlon ltse1f'

For teachers, ttcognitlonrr needs to incl-ude the word

nperceptionrn for no thought process operates outsid'e per-

ception. Thinking is perception, and thinking with the

mind,ts eye is st1ll a special kind of spatial cognitive pro-

cess" Before'teachers adopt the special non-linear pro-

eesses involved in mental tmagery as unique and powerful

tools to be utiLized in schools, they must first see visual-

perception and. rnental imagery in this new Paradlgmatic

light c

Mental inagery has great influence on other cognitive

modalities. The fact that there is a remarkabl-e interplay

between imaginal and verbal processes, and the fact that

mental inagery is free from the sequential constraints of

language gives it a unique position in the generation of

ner+ ldell'rrra 
be remembered. rhar bhe desc"rnrroo of rhe

benzine moIecule, as well as the bonding mechanism of the

Ð.N.4. helix, are direct results of image processesr the

results of which changed radically the understanding of

mol,ecular bond.ing. The furLher specification of the

rbuil-ding blocksn of imaginal organization can only result
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ln a more direct access and use of this cognltive ability

for soLving even more pressing problems"

Reading, writÍng, and arithrnetic are cognÍtive

abilitíes r+hich are sequential and J-ogical in nature' Ït

ls impcrtant that these abilÍt1es be developed in educa-

tionaL institutions. However, ideation is the result of

lntuitive leaps of the inaginatlon; that is the result of

flexible non-sequential transforrnatlons of perceptual

information--äIl attrlbutes of onets image system"

The Person who knows how to organlze a visual pattern

or vrho knows the variety of forms and techniques for depict-

ing such patterns graphícal]y or in memory rnust surely be

one lcith an extra problem-solving ability beyond J-anguage

and proposibional mechanisms.

It is not enough then for teachers to merely turn on

the novie projector in the classroom, or to pay Ì1p service

to the doctrÍne of visual aids. What is needed is the

systematic understanding and tralning of a visual sensi-

tivity as'an ind,ispensable part of any teacherss preparation

for his profession'

It Ls fitting that the etymologlcal root of the word

ridean derives from the Greek }figj!g, to s€€' Perhaps when

psychologists reveal more of the spatfal representational

mechanics of vision and visuaL memory, will teachers then

accept the responsibility for monitorlng and nurturlng all
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the problem-solving capacities of children? At this time

1t is hoped adequate curricula will be developed which

will brain students to recognize and utilize this por{er-

ful mental process more fulIy.
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APPENDÏX Ï
THE SUBJECT QUESTTONAÏRE

l{hat did you think of the task you have just completed?
Did you find it easy or dlfficult? Please explaÍ.n.

It wasntt easy at first to think, but I dldntt find it dif-
ficult either" It was a challenge. Al-1 i had to do was to
create a good enough image of the first picture so that I
could compare it with the other two. At first I had a prob-
3.em getting my fÍngers coordinated and pushed the wrong
button, but after the first trialo I pushed the button on
the side I wanted except for a couple of clumsy errors'

Thatfs interesting. i fÍnd it very easy because there are
actually three shapes to remember and they are repeated and
repeated to appear to your eyes, but you need to concentrate
very much and remember the shaPes.

It was easy,
configuration
second set.

T+
¿lJ

of
was a matter of comparing the orientatlon,
the original object, Itimagerrt with the

Easy, it got easier each time" The only difficulty was the
angles. I had great difficulüy relating them"

Most of it was quite easy, but it was tlring to repeat 36
cards five ti¡nes. It was frustrating to get an error on
tjr.trt"-,that seerned so easY.

I found the task sornehow difficult with some of the sets . . .
in the first part (out of the 5) then after the second set
f found it pretty easy, particularly for parts 4 and 5.
Once I learned the tricks by which to match thp stimuli it
was prebty easy. Namely, the outlined and the totally filled
in nhandtt- stimuli. f didn?t get tired of it or bored with
Lt" I didntt find it hard io concentrate but I found it
easy not to concentrate (1.e., think of the previous set
while already looking at the next one), and therefore, in
L or 2 sets I ended up guessing"

Easy. I visualize the glove paütern, then turn it until it
fitó either the left or-right-bottom 1mage. With the dot
pattern I try to remember the sequence, if there are three,
twO out or vrhateVêr. Later, the dot pattern moves in my
mind and I get more to the rlght. The lines I dontt burn,
I just try to remember what oider they appear in (e.g.,
thick, thin, thick).



Quegtlon-?

Has the initlal stimulus displayed 1n
screen long enough?

the top part of the

Answers

For me it was fine for the solid shapes but too short
the dots. HovJever, once I got used to the experiment
asked what to do, I had little problem"

Tes, thatls long enough, Once you recognize it, you would
get it straight into your head.

Tes, probably even longer--slight1y.

Yes, for the most part.

for
and

Sometimes. Initially I thought there v¡asntt enough time
for the stimulÍ described in Question 4, especially the
dots (vts) weren?t shown long enough but after the firs'b
set was over it became easier (i.e., it seerned easier with
each successive set ). l¡Iith sone of the easier stimuli
I found that once familiar ¡*ith them Ï would just glance
at them and shift my eyes to the lower half of the screen
before the two seconds were up (i.e. o when the lower screen
vÍas stiil black ) "

I

Tes. fn fact, after
found myself waiting
appear.

.A,nswers

I nemorlzed the shape of
the related stimuli came

ï had dorie the test
for the lower half

a few
of the

times, Ï
screen to

Yes, I look at it, then at the bottom of the screen so it
ls positioned properly off the turn.

Question 3tùE@

Can you expÌain the process by which you were able to
natch the related stimul-i in the lower half of the screen
with the target sbimulus displayed ln the top half?

the target stimuli, then when
on the screen, I rot,ated them in



a

my mlnd rs eye until theY fit
the target stimuli which was

I would take the part of the
on it, then turn it until it
objects on the bottom.

or matched the outline of
upright.

lrúhen the shape appears on the screen-r- remember at once its
shape, conceirtrating i! your mind. l{hen the rotated
stÍinuii in the low haLf âppears r YoLl seem to rotate the
targeü stimuli displayed iñ tfre top half in your mind in
order bo match the shaPe You want.

By orienting or overlapping the two.

By turning top image sideways or upside down to match bottom
image.

Uith the hand stimull thab had nonsynmetrical top peak I
wouLd egncentrate on the unsimilariüy, i.e., whÍch side
was shorter; steeper and almost ignor'e the rest of the
àt,i*o1n". liit,h tne ones that had-the top peak symmetrical
I concentrated on the positions of the rrthumbil (i.ê.-,
whether it was cloclariãe or countêr-clocla¡¡ise) for bhe
hand in the circle not completely filled in, I concentrated
on one part otfy (namely a'thin iine across-the centre)"
The firèt time Î saw this stimulus I had, of courser Do

idea what the lower stimuli was going to look like but
then (two or three tries later) I noticed that the cor-
responding line on the incorrect stimulus was much thicker
and.'thereFore, for all the consecutive sets I concentrated
ðn this line ón1y, paying no attention to the rest of the
stimulus or its clociasise position.

Wit,h some of the f igures, it was just a matter of lookÍng
on which side the airotr appeared"_ Then, ^when the lov¡er
screen appeared, f wouLd- i-c¡tate the two figures_r or just
one of tirèm, unúil f could tell which one had the arrow
on the Same'side, Sometimes T rotated the figure in the
top half (in my mind) and tried to match its rotation
with one of the lower figures. '

target stimulus and focus
fits one of the related



Queståon 4

Which of the stimull appearing in the upper
of the screen were hardest to match against
target stinuli?

Answers

One with the dots.

DisJointed images were harder to match"
natch with an upside down inrage.

and
the

lower half
original

The dots were much more difflcult" l¡Ihen I tried to rotate
them, they sort of drifted ou¡, of their positions, making
it véry difficult" So I had to memorize their relative
spatial relationships to each other.

I dontt quit'e underst,and your question. Anyway, I vsouLd
guess an anshrer for this. I think it is easier to match
the target stimulus with the rotated stimuli because you
remembei right away the shape of the initial stimulus and
you get sucñ an imâge in your mind. But when you see the
iota[ed stimuli, loü have got to choose.

2. geometrics (triangles €tc.--
in black) in the circles

The progress of 2) explained in answer to question 3-.
1 ) i¿ tõok me longer Lo recognize the arrangement of the
Vrs and the clockwise position always made a difference
in contrast to 2) I usually had to imagine the stimulus
in the upper half and rotate it until it matched one of
the ones in the bottom. .

The ones in the circle 1.

The broken figure with dots
When I rotated that figure
the top ha1f, I was unable
ference or rotation in the
the bottor¡ seemed to be the
the lines between the dots

AJ-so harder to

the dots (vts) arranged in a
circle

was the hardest to match.
in my mind as it appeared in
to see any corresponding dif-
bottom half. Both figures in
same. I tried filling in

as well as counting the dots"

The wing-sequence was
have gone to totallY

hardest to match. TheY seemed to
different positions.



Ouestion 5æ

Irlas any form of mental imagery used in this task? Ïf so,
how?

Yes "
lmage
Lower
shape

Ies. By storíng the
later comparing with

image of the original figure, then
the'bottom figures"

A.nswers

Yes, Once I forrned the mental image of the target inage
I retained that picture oÍ its shape in my mind. Then
when the two bottom images appeared, f igst took each one
in turn, envisioned it 1n my nindl 3nd- then turnecl it
until iú was upright to compare with t'he la¡ggt. lVhen
it rnatched, I þusñed the button; when it didntt match, f
did the other inrage. The dobs took much longer because
I had to use theii spatial relationships to each other
and movíng these aroünd r,{ithout disturbilrg the dots Jit
ny mind säreen) was difflcult and had to be done slowLy'

When you bry to remember the shape2 Tlu get such an
in yoirr mind. þíhen the rotated stimul-i in the
halî appearr yoü wouLd be able to recognize the
immediately "

For each imageo I looked for one certain P!!nt and then
matched that-point to the bottcm irnage. All thaÈ was
necessary to do was to turn the Ímage to match the top
fmage.

f wouÌd imagine the upper stimulus (narnely the V ts in the
clrcle and ãome of thê- nhandstr ) and rotate it to match
the boüton stimuli. I found that when the bottom stimuLi

"""" "i 
tt6 otclockn (even between 6 and 9 of clock) :-t

ioãt re longer to match them up than when they were between
iã-äna-O-ef"9 ¿nd 12 (i.e., haidest when upsiiie down).
Points of interest I found:
1. when I was told my anslJer was wrong, I tended to take
more time vrith the next set in order not to make a mistake
agaln.
2l sometirnes I matched the stÍmuli but it took me a while
ió p"it irr*lbrrttott (longer than at other times)"
3. êometirnes (naybe 5 to 7) I pushed the wrong_button-(meaning to push- the other one) and sometimes I would Plsh
á buttoã, anã immediately realize I was yrong" Other tj-mes
I had no idea T was wrong until I was told.
li, I found the stimuli oñe and two (of answer to questÍon
4) the ones of the most interest.



{e"" r imagined what the top figure looked like, Becauseï could look at it for only 2 seõonds, r tried to retainin my ¡nind rvhat it looked. iitce so ihai r could refer to thepicture in my mind rvhen the losrer hal-f of the screen
appeared, - ï suppose the act of rotating fígures in one?s
mind is a form of mental inragerye


